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go with 
Westinghouse. In the past five years, our sales We need help. We need engi- 

have gone up fifty percent and neers who want to grow and con- 

profits have nearly tripled. Our tribute to society at the same 

goal is continued growth. Much of time. Westinghouse believes the 

this growth will come from our two are not mutually exclusive. 

commitment to improve the world Talk with our campus recruiter 

we livein. about starting a growth career 

When you're in everything from — with Westinghouse, or write Luke 
computers to urban development, Noggle, Westinghouse Education 

to medical science, to mass Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

transit, to oceanography—the 15221. 

opportunities are boundless. An equal opportunity employer. 
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You can be sure...if it's Westinghouse 3)
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Nylon. Reverse osmosis. oP OUT BEE : — rr as A fiber that started making girls’ legs os ee more beautiful some 30 years ago. ee SO Oe ae 
And a process that's been around a fe es ae - | i 2... OCS Se ee ee RES OR. SOE ca 

lotlonger, as Or ae But when Du Pont scientists and engi- ee ee 
neers look at them in a new way, they = 
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Reverse osmosis is a purification pro- | Sell 
cess that requires no phase change. It's get ee oe a 
potentially the cheapest waytodesalinate fn 86 

BEE SL CRG Nees oe oe RR oe SRN ie water, . oo ee - @ : 2. ee Du Ponts innovation? Hollow, semi- Ge RR 
permeable nylon fibers much finer than LL : aa _. 
human hair. Symmetrical, with an outer  . ee - 
diameter of 002 inch andawallthickness eR 
of .0005 inch, with an accuracy of manu- oe ee _ 2 

Twenty-five to 30 million of themencased = = ee oe Co ee in a precisely engineered unit 14 inches ee re 
in diameter by 7 feet long. _. ge Be ‘ r pee 
The result: a semipermeable surface» ee 
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gallons of desalted water per day. |. i ~. 
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4 Innevatton—applying the pow to | Du Pont Company, Room 7890, Wilmington, DE 19898 { 
iscover the unknown, inventing new | 
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! materials and putting them to work, using | ae send merhe booklels:checked below: ! 

research and engineering to create the | [Chemical Engineers at Du Pont { 
ideas and products of the future—this |! [] Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont ! 
is the venture Du Pont people are now | L Engineers at Du Pont . . ' engaged in. 1 CJAccounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production I 

For a variety of career opportunities, | I 
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The college you cant get into wi job e college you cant get into without a job. 
The college is ours—Western Electric’s Corporate Education | 

Center in Hopewell, New Jersey. 

Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls, 

labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can’t get into ours without a job. 

A job at Western Electric. 

Our students—engineers, managers and other professionals— 
develop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from 
corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better 
telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System. 

For information contact your placement office. Or write: College 

Relations Manager, Western Electric Co., Room 2500, 222 Broadway, 
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer. 

<a . 
@Western Electric 
SSS] Manutacturing and Supply Unt of the Bell System
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“SH d ‘. How good are you 
~ on the turns? 

A strong stroke isn’t enough to win in freestyle swimming. 
Experts say: ‘‘Watch the turns.” 

“A champion won’t touch with his hand,” they tell us. ‘‘He begins his 
overhead tumble with a downward stab of his right arm, twists as his feet 

hit, then explodes forward with a powerful pushoff.”” 

Their conclusion: ‘Experience and smart coaching develop a championship turn.” 

We believe it. That’s why we’ve put together the most experienced and 
best-coached team of bearing and steel engineers in the world. To make 

doubly sure that Timken bearings give our customers a perfect turn. 

If you’re up to facing the challenges of modern industry, if you've got the initiative, 
ingenuity and training to thrive on tough problems, join the team. 

Write The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. 
Tell our Manager of College Relations that you'd like to talk it over. 

Timken® bearings sold in 133 countries. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil, 

Canada, England, France, South Africa and U.S. A. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

be | eo 
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| On your campus... | | IMKEN 
February 24, 1970 ! Hasse Haoenat 

| A Timken Company Representative I 

would like to talk with you! 

Lod 

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, FINE ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.
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: d we're ready. 
A great many people can tell you what needs to be changed in 
the world . . . not many are prepared to work to make those 
changes. If changes are to be made, this generation of gradu- 
ates will be the ones to make them... and make a difference in 
the future of our world. 

Engineers with the ambition to innovate will find a world of 
opportunity with Zenith ... a world limited only by your interest 
and ability. We're ready to offer you a wide range of fields in 
which you can put your creative imagination to work... areas 
from consumer products to communications systems. We 
design, manufacture and market a variety of electronic products, 
chief among them being radio, television, hearing aids, and 
stereo high fidelity instruments, as well as communications and 
medical electronic equipment. Our Rauland Division is a leading 
manufacturer of monochrome and tri-color cathode ray tubes 
as well as producer of various special purpose tubes. 

Zenith is a good place for the young engineer to make his 
contribution to changing the world. We are especially interested 
in developing our people for advancement and encourage study 
for advanced degrees through our tuition reimbursement plan. 
We offer an excellent benefit package which includes one of the 
finest profit sharing plans in the country. To learn more about 
a career in engineering-research at Zenith, see your college 
placement office or write to: Jim Faust, Manager of Professional 
Recruitment, Zenith Radio Corporation, 1900 North Austin 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60639. 

...Why Not Join The Best? 

J ® 

The Quality goes in before the name goes on® 

An Equal Opportunity Employer



It’s tempting for a company to stockpile good people. 
Keep them puttering away at something or other. Often 
for months. 

But we think that’s an awful waste of time. At the crucial 
point in your career. The beginning. 

So, the day you start working for Celanese is the day you 
start a productive, meaningful career. No long training pro- 
grams. No red tape. You'll learn the job as you advance in 
it. And you'll advance just as fast as you'll let us move you 
along. Frankly, our plans for the future won't let us waste 
talented people by keeping them stuck in a slot. 

If you have a degree in chemistry, chemical or mechanical 

engineering, industrial engineering or accounting, we have 
a lot to offer you. Like interesting projects. Rewards based 
solely on performance. How far you go, of course, depends 
a lot on you. On your ability, imagination, and a little plain 
hard work. 

If this sounds like a company you'd like to work for, 
please write to: John Kuhn, Manager of University Relations, 
522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10036. 

Cc An equal opportunity employer 

CELANESE



Editorial — 

The past march on Washington could have been The assumption behind much of the anti-war 
billed as the March of all Marches. Not only was it enthusiasm is that, after the United States gets out 
the largest assemblage of people protesting United of Viet Nam, public pressure will prevent other 
States government policy, but it also may have future Viet Nams. Somehow, the government will 
very well been the last national anti-war mobil- have learned its lesson. But to believe that Viet 
ization to meddle in the streets of Washington. Nam is the war to end all wars is as faulty as 
There was a special sense of things this time believing a march on Washington will end the war 
around, a feeling that while much was attempted, in Viet Nam. It won't. And there will be more Viet 
little would be accomplished. Nams. It is the nature of American foreign and 

The anti-war movement has explored the gamut domestic policy which dictates our presence in 
of tactics. It has written letters and burned draft Viet Nam and will demand future American 
files, it has fasted, vigiled, and prayed, and it has presence in other underdeveloped countries. The 
marched holes in its shoes. But once again, on domestic business attitude is one of economic 
November 15, over 250,000 people made their way colonialism; American foreign policy accomodates 
to Washington to end the war. Once again they those attitudes with counterinsurgency and inter- 
sang songs, carried signs, and marched. And still vention. Whenever the American dollar is threaten- 

the war continues. Like a broken record, one ed abroad by legitimate and indigenous social, 
became weary of the repitition, tired and bored of political, and economic revolutions, American for- 
what was surely a fruitless act. One became ces are there to shove democracy and the American 
preoccupied with events surrounding the march dollar down the native throat. For that reason — 
rather than the issues implicit in it. In short, people because money, American money, takes prece- 
were frustrated and desperate — frustrated because dence over self-determination — there will be more 
the war would not end with another march on Viet Nams. 
Washington (the President was watching the Pur- It doesn’t all end there. American domestic 
due game), and desperate for another effective and policy bears a striking resemblance to American 
hopefully (but improbably) nonviolent means of foreign policy. Social, political, and economic 
redress. As one sign read: “This is the last march — dissent is met with clubs, mace, and tear gas. In 

The Fire Next Time.” lieu of profit, change is suppressed. 
The tactical bankruptcy of the anti-war move- The contradictions of the system are evident; 

ment and its newfound liberal base is under- we see them, feel then, and hear them every day. 
standable. Most of those in Washington thought to The air we breathe, the food we eat, and the voices 
end the war was a simple task; perhaps a mere we hear are not of a humanitarian system. They are 
presidential proclamation would Get Us Out. They of a system which holds death above life, sickness 
believed that to be found in Washington was a above health, and intolerance above tolerance (it 
savior who would speak the magic words, do the tells us to love it or leave rather than stay and 

magic sign, and we would be out of Viet Nam. make it better). They are the sights, sounds, and 
Rather, the savior was still laughing the magic Stench of imperialism. : 
laugh and, with his ear to the ground, forever | The anti-war movement, to become honest with 
listening for the silent American. itself, must understand fully the implications of 

Many of those who went to Washington imperialism. The movement must understand that, 

marched only against the war. They did not march in the interests of business and Big Money, this 
against racism, oppression, militarism, or repress- government refuses to stop an illegal, immoral, and 
ion. They saw Viet Nam as a separate issue, unjustifiable war. It prefers to beat heads. The 
unrelated to any of the many other foreign and movement must understand there will be more 

domestic injustices perpetrated by the United Viet Nams— uglier and bloodier — because the end 
States. They believed that after Viet Nam would be of the war will not mean the end of imperialism. 
no more Viet Nam. In only two cases (one an_ And if it takes a “militant” to understand imperial- 

action against the South Vietnamese Embassy, and ism, then “militant’’ we must be. 
the other a protest in support of the Chicago 
Conspiracy) were protests registered against the 
wider scope of injustices. And those actions were JERRY GOTTSACKER 
denounced by many fellow marchers as “militant.”
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You tell us. And people to find them. Chemists, 
We’ve got an answer. But we’re Physicists. Marketing specialists, 

looking for more. Our new Century Programmers. Accountants. 
Series of computers is probably Write William G. Benner, 
the most advanced on the market, Coordinator, College Relations, 
One of the reasons is that we’re Executive and Professional 
constantly looking for answers to Placement, NCR, Dayton, Ohio. If, 

questions like this. you’ve got the right answers, he’s. 
Maybe you can help. got the questions. 
Especially if you’re an Electronic, It’s all part of an NCR plan 

Mechanical, Chemical to revolutionize the way 

or Industrial Engineer. businessmen do business, 

But we need answers An equal opportunity 
in other areas too. TnEwaTiOvAl caon atosTiaco omonenas —e@ employer, 

° e 
NCR. Business will never be the same. 
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‘ 9 No computer stamps out program bugs like RCAs Octoputer. 
It boosts programming efficiency up to 40%. 

Programming is already one-third The Octoputer concentrates is famous for. It puts Octoputer 
of computer costs, and going up on remote computing because a generation ahead of its major 
faster than any other cost in that's where the industry is going. competitor. It 
the industry. We got there first, pecans can put you LU HI 
A lot of that money is eaten up communications is what RCA ahead of yours. COMPUTERS 
by bugs— mistakes in programs. 
With usual methods, programmers {a ~ 
don't know of mistakes until - ) r) to) iis 
long after a program is written. dB sal: Vie \ 
They may have to wait days for a A Y 
test run. H (} 
RCA’ Spectra 70/46, the l Lunt | 
Octoputer, takes a whole new | A 
approach based on time IN 4 ae 

sharing. ( abe 40... 
It substitutes a computer : f A a me - F {I 
terminal for pencil and paper 4 ae a 1<s 
and talks to the programmer Fe x 
as he writes the program, ial } ame me HE 1 A ye 
pointing out mistakes as they fo) ae E H F A 
are made. an Fy a fe Ge a 
The Octoputer is the only ae. | AR aa H | ) 
computer available today that — F fH HR EHH oY an 
has this capability. It’s as E Hie af -| ‘4 7 
much as 40% faster. And it E fe pt HE | \ — 
works on IBM 360 and other I- a uae 4 
computer programs as well as [ Fy 0 aie - \\ a 
our own. = "} i HER AWE 4 
Costs go down. Programs get ?D i Bane = 
done faster. And you need fewer fi Fa | 
programmers—who are scarce _ Bee | iB os \ c") 
and getting scarcer. = —=——— ay 
Of course, Octoputer does =] Vee ee 
more than just slay bugs. he @ @ i 

It's a completely new kind of Va < (FESS & Wy yp 
creature that does time Nis . po er ed NO yy: 
sharing and regular computing ary B do Kay 
together. $e feomee 

For career information visit your College Placement Office.
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This is the test site of Phase I of Project Sanguine. 

The obscured building behind the open (!) gate 
houses the test transmitter. 

ROY JOHNSON 

Once again the State of Wisconsin is being grid supposedly would be survivable in the event of 

apportioned into two camps. Many of our state a nuclear attack, hence it is a deterrent in that the 

legislators have entered the fray and typically, the United States could maintain positive communi- 

dispute is becoming clouded. Not that the rhetoric cation links to mount a retaliatory strike. 

is approaching the oleomargarine debacle, but Due to geological circumstances, northern Wis- 

recent technological and economic developments consin has been chosen as the optimum site for 

have confused the numerous, smeared explanations Sanguine. The original antenna would have covered 

of the problem. twenty-six counties in six by six mile grids. Due to 

The “problem” is Project Sanguine, an extra 4 recent | technological breakthrough announced 

low frequency (ELF) communication system earlier this month, the underground antenna would 

which would enable the Navy to send one way NOW cover only eight counties, principally in 

non-jamable radio signals around the world. The the Chequamegon (she-wam’-e-gun) National For- 

physics of the system requires a large area for the est and the Brule State Forest. The cost estimates 

antenna which, for safety reasons, would be buried of the ELF system are still inthe range of $1.5 

six feet underground. The immense subterranean _ billion, give or take a billion. 

10 WISCONSIN ENGINEER



Sanguine proponents claim that the huge a- signal, once within the earth’s crust, is not subject 
mount of money to be spent would bolster an to the atomospheric disturbances which many 
economically depressed area by creating jobs and times prevent high frequency communications. 
increasing revenues, even becoming a tourist at- Strangely enough, these “‘discoveries” greatly 
traction! The system would promote peace by interested the United States Navy. A digital (Morse 
enhancing national security and furthermore, the code type) system which is not subject to inter- 

Navy has pledged that the system will not be built ference, essentially non-jamable, of global dimen- 
unless it is “in a manner entirely compatible with sions, and able to contact heretofore incom- 
its surroundings.” municado nuclear submarines, places the ELF 

The phenomena which governs the operation of concept high on their heirachy. The initial imple- 
an ELF system has been in the “surroundings” for menting steps were typical, $27 million were 
eons. It wasn’t until World War | though, that any appropriated back in 1958 under a “research and 
relative evidence was even recorded. German fer- development” package. Civilian corporations, prin- 

rets had attempted to intercept French Army  cipally RCA and Westinghouse, were then awarded 
telephone conversations by crawling into contracts to evolve a viable ELF system. 
no-man’s-land and planting electrodes into the An interesting combination of antenna theory, 
ground. The unexplainable noise they encountered geology, and economics led the Navy to choosing 
resulted in the summoning of theorists familiar Wisconsin as the optimum location. When an 
with electronics. The scientists attributed the antenna is grounded at its ends, as in the case of 
interference to distant electrical storms, with the Sanguine, the electrons “flowing” through the wire 
low frequency noise exhibiting a peculiar reinforce- try to complete the circuit in a loop through the 
ment or resonance at seven Hz (cycles per second). earth. The amount of electron penetration, and 
As with many other discoveries of future concern, subsequently the signal strength, is dependent 
this low frequency resonance was little more than a‘ upon the ground’s conductivity; the lower the 
laboratory curiosity. conductivity, the deeper the penetration, and the 

The directions of communication research could farther the signal will travel. 
hardly warrant any further investigation. Experi- The principal geological factor controling 

mentation had proved that higher frequencies ground conductivity is moisture - wetter earth is 
propogated shorter wavelengths and that, in order Jess penetrable. Northern Wisconsin is situated on 
to achieve efficiency, antennas should approximate the tip of the Laurentian Shield, a two billion year 
the wavelength they transmit. Plots of attenuation, old mass of extremely dry and non-conductive 
the amount of signal power dissipation with rock, Economics have been important in that this 
distance, were also shown to be frequency de- desired location is in the middle of the Chequame- 
pendent. A graph of signal power versus frequency gon National Forest, sparsely populated federally 
indicated that at values less than 10,000 cycles per owned land controlled by the Department of 
second the attenuation increased (signal power Agriculture. 
dropped). Although lower frequency data was About four miles south of Clam Lake, Wis- 
incomplete, it seemed logical to conclude that consin, is where the Navy has secured 450 acres of : 
attenuation increased as frequency decreased. Chequamegon National Forest. This is the present 

The attenuation circumstances coupled with the test site of Phase I of Project Sanguine. The 
economic prohibitions of large antennas precluded 
any further inquiries into ELF until the early * 
fifties, when a German scientist, W. O. Schumann, - 
began probing the physics of the atmosphere. 7 : 
Beginning in 1952, his published works concluded a i 4 
that a spherical resonant cavity is formed by the wi i 
earth and the electrically charged upper atmos- oy ry ee 
phere, the ionosphere. Radio waves traveling at ah ie Soe 
186,000 miles per second in a 25,000 mile cavity .:900 j < se 
would meet in phase if broadcast at seven cycles 7, ee ei ee _—- J 
per second. Resonance or reinforcement would arm, ion.% = J 
occur. Re oy SSE UE 

Continued investigation of Schumann’s findings [i a p 
have determined that in addition to the funda- _ Re Ss Se 
mental resonant frequency of seven Hz, there are E ia. OL oe 
harmonics at increments of six or seven. Contrary Ee — 
to an earlier ‘‘logical’’ conclusion, the attenuation Se iggy nies os es saan aad 
curve is not an increasing function below 3000 Hz | = (45 65 i= ee 
but instead, begins to approach zero. Below 100 | | | ssigeu is Neale ee gayi 
Hz attenuation is almost negligible, allowing the ‘ el rs ae 
radio signal to penetrate the earth’s crust to od ° ~ " 
unheard of depths. A low frequency signal of 100 The pole on the left collects the seven mile legs 
Hz will reach approximately 400 feet, while the of the antenna. The small substation on the right 

seven cycle per second resonant frequency will belongs to Lake Superior Power Co. It supplies 
burrow about 1500 feet. Besides, a low frequency 4160 volts to operate the test facility. 
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majority of this land is for the thirty foot right of be of concern. Few other animals would 
ways along two perpendicular fourteen mile legs of burrow deep enough to put themselves in 
above ground antenna. At the hub is a ten acre test jeopardy.” 
site, consisting of a solid state transmitter and (What about the Badger?) 
associated buildings. Phase I testing will continue 2. $500,000 to the Radio Corporation of 
for a minimum of one year. America to study fences and railroads, presumably 

Part of the $38 million thus far spent includes to assure that no one gets electrocuted. 
the following Phase I “‘mitigative” studies and test 3. $500,000 to Bell Labs, for assurance of no 
contracts: interference of telephone service. (The Wisconsin 

1. $175,000 to Hazleton Laboratories, Inc. of Public Utilities Commission has been promised that 
Falls Church, Virginia, to analyze ‘‘biological ha- Sanguine will improve the State’s system.) 
zards”’ associated with the high energy levels of 4. $100,000 to the Battelle Institute, part of 
Sanguine. The following are some excerpts from Ohio State University, to check for advanced 
their research proposal: corrosion of underground pipe. 

“The antenna will be enormous, and therefore, 5. $250,000 to the Great Lakes Shore Elec- 

many people, domestic and farm animals, tronics Activity, for a mitigation study. 
fish, insects, earthworms, birds, and in- 6. $400,000 to the Illinois Technical Research 
digenous plant life will be exposed to its field Institute “to pull together’ and check the “‘miti- 
for very long periods of time, unless they are gation on interference” program. 
killed by it, are removed, or in the case of Airplane navigation equipment will also be 
free ranging animals, are driven out by subject to mitigation studies by Boeing. 
noxious effects.” Federally employed project watchdogs include: 

“The potential hazard from temperature in- the President’s Science Advisory Council, the 
creases associated with antenna elements, National Academy of Sciences, the United States 
after power is on, will similiarly be invest- . . no, 
igated only to a limited extent using plants.” Power into the transmitter building is on the left, 

“It is our opinion that such animals as ground- antennas coming out on the right. Two wires go to 

hogs are not of sufficient economic value to each of the four legs of the antenna. 
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Public Health Service, and a governmental advisory This bank represents about 25% of the total 
council on electromagnetic radiation. . number of the huge capacitors necessary to “lune” 

The word from Navy spokesmen is that Phase the-antenni ° . 
II, the larger underground grid, is a least four years ee 
from completion. Originally, this grid would have 
been a whopping 150 by 150 miles, covering about 
forty percent of the state’s total land area. It uncomfortable about the ‘unconcerned arrogance” 
would have consisted of 6000 miles of under- of portions of the lab proposal but also that the 
ground cable, consuming 800,000,000 watts of Navy picked a lab with which it has contracted 
electrical power (this is about half of what all the previously. (Hazleton Laboratories, incidentally, is 
households in Wisconsin presently use). However, a Wholly owned subsidiary of TRW. TRW has been 
prior to an additional Congressional request for responsible for a large number of contracts with 
$20 million, the Navy has announced a “techno- the Naval Electronic Systems Command ICBM 
logical breakthrough” which will allow them to projects.) Navy instructions to the laboratory 
build Sanguine — Phase If in less than one third the under the heading of ‘Responsiveness to Navy 
area previously required. There has been no elabo- Direction” include this paragraph: 
ration on the new density of the grids, whether “This task is not a grant to research topics in 
they are one, two, or ten miles square; no elabo- which individuals may be interested or com- 
ration on the number of transmitter sites, origi- petent. The task is intended to provide 
nally set at 240; no elaboration on the amount of answers to questions posed by the U. S. 
power now required. The only obvious claim is Navy. In the course of the work, initial 
that the cost of Sanguine can now be reduced. directions of study may prove fruitless and 

Despite the comprehensive test program, testing substantial changes may have to be made in 
of testors, and the motivations surrounding the the task. Evidence should be given that 
project, there are objections. They are voiced along individuals assigned will subordinate their 
three lines: ecology, people, and economy. own interests and will take directions from 

The ecological balance of the whole upstate area Navy project managers who may have little 
may very well depend on the results of Hazelton knowledge of biological science.” 
Laboratories. Wisconsin Senator Nelson is not only (Continued on Page 16)



In 1933, the San Francisco Bay Bridge was designed 

on the same kind of Clearprint Paper you use today. 

Funny, you’d think we’d have changed it by now. 

There’s a wise old proverb that goes: “Don’t 
mess with success:’ In 1933, we succeeded in developing the 
world’s finest drafting paper. A paper that gives you superior 
erasability without ghosting or cracking. A paper that 
lasts a lifetime without yellowing. 

Today Clearprint continues to be the world’s finest 
drafting paper. We still make it by the same proprietary 
process that produced drafting paper of unexcelled quality 
back in 1933. A process that still produces the best drafting 
paper on the market. Clearprint has to be. The obligation 
of being the leader demands it. 

So if you’re planning to create something memorable, 
do it on Clearprint Paper. And you will do it well. 
The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge took 3 years and $77-million to complete. The world’s 

wraerlcver spe and a tumiel Lencet ian; 2all fen Tega anne Oke Boa 
Once in a series covering historic Clearprint design events. 

: Clearprint Paper Co. CEM-BT 
! 1482 - 67th Street, Emeryville, California i 

| (© Send me Clearprint samples, with prices, i 
' for the following uses: ' 
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ini “Bert . tween the biological ‘compasses’ and ‘clocks’ 

eae was recalled. ..... The experiment should be of 
"eer such a character that the organism could 
t, SSeS indicate its responsiveness by alterations in 
Sisu ri its activities either as a function of space or Ua Ok ce Pp 
eras ee . ‘ i time. The method which was selected in- 

a wee ed } i 5 
oe. cluded the veering tendencies of organisms 

ee nk fs ‘ from different initial geographic directions as 
Be a function of time while continuously main- 

fe j Bray 2 tained in an unchanging pattern of illumi- 
t ae nation.”.... 

ae ae le | “Using the foregoing assay system, it was 
eee i Ree. soon discovered that the organisms were 

ee eye | e highly sensitive to very weak magnetic fields. 
Ad ree iy i They could distinguish among compass 

b. a4 AN ‘ directions without any obvious cues, and 
F apeih Y their compass sense could be misled by 
oe Lh experimental directional changes in the 
eek Res OR ye ae eo horizontal magnetic vector.” 
a ee he ats 

gt by ete. ae, ae es It would be difficult to generalize Brown’s 
LISA CE OE ee a conclusions to the various species with any reason- 

: pe A a any re eee eee ese = able accuracy. Even noting the consequences of 
Pe ae 1e oS Ce eal S262 e= = circadian rhythm alteration of snails would be an 
i ee v ’ : "= immense task, considering the size of Brown’s 

. eh SS aa sample — 34,000. Higher specie life patterns may 

Fach antenna leg courses through the woods along undergo far more subtle changes. 

thirly foot right of ways. If Phase I is imple- Some not so subtle changes willbe the temr 
WiGHLED, LHe Wired Will be buried: perature gradients due to the absorption of all the 

electrical power. Of all the energy put into the 
system, only a small fraction will become the 
actual signal wave, the rest will be conducted into 

Sol ‘ the soil and water directly surrounding the an- 
(Continued from Page 13) tenna. It remains to be seen if these temperature 

The nuances of biological science are very much _ tadients will be severe enough to adversely affect 
in question, One of the problems will be the mdigenous plant and animal life. . 
relationship between the massive amounts of cur- _The immense power requirements will be sup- 
rent flowing in the ground and the earthworm. It is Plied by one, possibly two, nuclear power stations. 
believed that there will be an effect similiar to the Although substantially more clean than fossil fuel, 

electric rods used by fishermen. Northland College nuclear stations require twice the cooling water, 
Professor Kent Shifferd, chairman of the State Contributing doubly to thermal pollution, and are 

Committee to Stop Sanguine, elaborates onthe Subject to a sticky radioactive waste problem. 
consequences of a wormless Wisconsin: The Navy has admitted that the powerful cur- 

“Any biologist will tell you that the earthworm Tents: running through the buried antennas will 
is a vital link in the production of fertile soil induce voltages into any conductors nearby. Asan 

without him the soil would become example, a 1,000 feet of wire 100 feet from an 
compacted, too hard to grow anything. The underground antenna will carry 52 volts, two miles 
earthworm does another important thing — from the antenna the same wire will carry 22 volts. 

he pulls the leaves down that have fallen in (An electric cow fence only carries 12 volts.) 
the autumn, pulling them down underneath The Navy proposes an insulation solution to this 
the ground and this helps to add a compost — problem, in which all fences in the grid area are 

to-the ground and keep it fertile.” located and programed into a computer, the 
computer then figures cutoff distances. The job of 

The electromagnetic radiation may also affect finding and insulating every fence becomes para- 
an organism’s circadian rhythms, those repetitive ™ount, should a small child or cardiac patient 
physiological functions which an organism is prone approach an unmitigated fence on a rainy day, 
to do in the course of a day. Dr. F. A. Brown, When everything becomes abnormally conductive. 
professor of biology at Northwestern University, _ Besides the reality of electrocution, some in- 
has concluded that a living creature is sensitive to dividuals are queasy at the thought of being in the 
electromagnetic waves. An excerpt from a pub- Vicinity of the “doomsday button,” which cer- 
lished account dealing with geomagnetism: tainly would be high on the list of our competitors 

“In contemplating the problem of how one “nuke” hierarchy. Expression of this fear to 
might learn whether a living creature actually | Defense Secretary Laird yielded this reply from the 
was sensitive to the earth’s magnetic field, Assistant Chief of Naval Operations, Rear Admiral 

the intimate apparent interrelationship be- Francis J. Fitzpatrick: 

aes Ba a a et



“It is impossible to prove that a Sanguine The Navy’s primary motivation for Project 
system would not be a prime target. How- Sanguine is that it will provide second strike 
ever, one way of discouraging such an attack capability by insuring one-way digital communi- 
would be by constructing it to be so sur- cation. Sanguine would be a purely retaliatory 
vivable that it would prove too costly and effort, providing attack code to our elusive Polaris 

ineffective an effort for an enemy to make fleet of 41 nuclear submarines. 
such an attack.” In the face of advancing technology, how 

Survivability in military jargon is determined by elusive is a Polaris submarine? Geoffrey Williams, 
four factors: dispersion, redundacy, hardness, and an advisor to Britain’s Defense Ministry, claims 
mobility. Originally Sanguine would have been that American born Morris and Lola Cohen, 
really dispersed, now the antennas will be some- working in Britain as spies eight years ago, passed 
what more condensed. If the 240 transmitters intelligence to the Russians which empowers them 
are retained and a percentage are “‘knocked out,” to track and destroy our missile fleet. After two 
how many are required for minimum global cover- separate nuclear submarine losses the Navy had 
age? Does six feet of ground constitute hardness? difficulty in their location attempts until, it is said, 
A buried antenna is hardly mobile. the Russians released the coordinates of their 

The economic impact of Sanguine on the State’s Whereabouts. In addition, new American break- 
economy is questionable. Representative Alvin E. throughs in antisubmarine warfare should not 
O’Konski has said that the system will create 5,000 ‘isavow competitive Russian development. When 
new jobs. The Navy has said that Phase I of viewed in this manner the Polaris fleet is as 

Sanguine has provided employment for 75 people invulnerable as the huge antenna. Seog 
and the operational system would employ perhaps A. difficult to miss antenna, communicating 
300. The huge sum of money would only benefit with a susceptible missile fleet and still trying to 

Wisconsin if Wisconsin contractors were awarded Maintain the defensive posture of second-strike 
the construction contracts (The antennas of Phase] C@Pability is ridiculous. Sanguine can only qualify 
were strung by a firm from St. Paul, Minnesota.) 28 20 offensive weapon. Should the Russians be as 

The expensive solid state transmitters would pro- ftivolous, geology would allow them to build an 
bably be contracted by TRW or RCA, corporations ELF system capable of rendering Sanguine in- 
located outside of state boundaries. The idea of &ffectual. The urgent immediacy of improving the 
Sanguine becoming a tourist attraction is absurd, @MVironment instead of desecrating it should 
who would travel miles to look at a buried Prompt the use of the huge sum elsewhere. 
antenna? [e**] 
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Fatigue Life Analysis. Eutectic Cell around the corner. Computer control as witnessed by the $75 million 

Size. Carbon Equivalent Determina- of melting cycles will soon be applied expansion program now under way. 

tions. Those titles represent just a on a practical basis. Die casting of Its future is as bright as that of its 
few areas of current investigation by iron may be coming out of the theory major customers — producers of 
Malleable foundries into methods of stage. The pace of new discoveries cars, trucks, and other transporta- 

improving their product and its will be just that much faster in the tion products, farm, construction 
method of production. Research has years ahead. and other types of machinery. 

produced literally volumes of new Take a hard look at a career in The image of the foundry labora- 
and useful data in recent years... the Malleable castings industry. tory as a cubbyhole is being shat- 
so much so that there is a dearth of Malleable foundries are of a size tered. Pictured above is one of 

engineering talent to put this know- where you will have the opportunity several new laboratory facilities built 
ledge to work. to put your top skills to use almost by producers of Malleable castings 
Many important changes are just immediately. It’s a growing industry, in the last few years. 
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Professor Newhall is a fore- perimental Investigation of 
most authority in the field of air Chemical Reaction of Kinetics 
pollution from internal com- a During Rapid Expansions of 
bustion engines. Born in’ San <a High Temperature Combustion 
Francisco. Dr. Newhall received ~ oO Products.” 
his BSVME from California at cee "] Professor Newhall has _ re- 
Berkeley with honors. His MS a. cently received the 1969 Pi Tau 
Thesis. also at Berkeley, pro- r , Sigma Gold Medal Award for 
duced Thermodynamic Charts / % “meritorious service in the in- 

for Internal Combustion Engine _- Pk > terests of his fellow men.” The 
Inalysis involving eight fuels 7 Lia award was presented al the 

with several charts for each fuel. OS \A 8 national meeting of the Amer- 
These charts ace wwitkeleoused and 1g fo ican Sociely of Mechanical Engi- 

are included in standard texts on U \ } Vi — BS ees in Los Angeles, California. 
combustion engines. His Phe De ¢, Yo oe Pi Tau Sigma is a national hon- 
Dissertation at Berkeley was de- Fi oe NN 7 orary mechanical engineering [ra- 

voled loa “Theoretical and Ex- Re Vo XN . lernily. 

he A bil d Air Polluti The Automobile an ir Pollution 
Prof. H. K. Newhall 

Among the variety of substances found in the economic effects of the various pollutants. How- 
exhaust gases of the typical automobile engine, ever, proceeding on the basis that the present rates 
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitric oxide Of emission of carbon monoxide, oxides of nit- 

are those presently considered to be air pollutants. fogen and hydrocarbons into the atmosphere are 
‘The toxicity of carbon monoxide to humans is well Obiectionable, it is of interest to determine the 
known, and the response of humans to specific contribution of the automobile to these emission 

a ihe : rates. Figure One presents emmission rate data exposure levels of carbon monoxide has been im . 
fairly well documented. Thus emission of carbon published by Te Deportnient Gf Health. Edi 

on A ooo ” . cation, and Welfare. These data include the total 
monoxide from automobiles is clearly and unequiv- number of tons of each of the above pollutants 
ocally an air polluting process. entering the atmosphere in the United States 

Phe question of pollution resulting from emis- during the calendar year 1966. Also included are 
sion of hydrocarbons and nitric oxide into the the quantities emitted specifically by automobiles. 

atmosphere is more complex. Whether the According to this data, automobiles contributed 91 

quantitites of hydrocarbons and nitric oxide pre- percent of all carbon monoxide, 60 percent of all 

sently disposed of in) the atmosphere are in hydrocarbons and 46 percent of the nitrogen 
themselves dangerous to human health or to Oxides. While these percentages represent a nation- 
vevetation is questionable. However, it is now well al average and specific local values may differ from 

known that when mixtures of hydrocarbons and one geographical area to another, there is no 
nitric oxide as occuring in the atmosphere in a Question that the automobile is a major source of 

growing number of urban areas are exposed to sun air pollution and perhaps the largest single contrib- 
light. photo chemical reaction occurs. Such re-  utor to the problem. 
action between hydrocarbons and nitric oxide in The formation and emission of air pollutants by 
the presenee of sunlight leads to the formation of | automobiles is basic to the nature of the gasoline 

so-called “photo chemical smog,” which consists internal combustion engine. During the course of 
primarily of ozone. nitrogen dioxide and per- events constituting the cycle of operation of the 
oxyacyl nitrates. These compounds are associated engine, air mixed with a definite proportion of 
with eye irritation, odor, human respiratory effects — hydrocarbon fuel is drawn into the engine cylinder 
and reduction of atmospheric visibility. In addition and subsequently compressed. The resulting flam- 
ozone and the peroxyacyl nitrates have been mable mixture is ignited and burns rapidly, form- 
identified as responsible agents for damage to food ing high pressure combustion products. However, 
and ornamental crops in and near maior urban very near the relatively coo! surfaces of the 
areas of the United States. Ozone and other combustion chamber in which the process occurs, 
materials contained in photo chemical smog attack the flame is quenched and as a consequence, a thin 
and shorten the effective life of many materials layer of fuel vapor adjacent to the surface fails to 
including rubber, textiles and dyes. burn. During the following expansion of com- 

It is beyond the scope of this article to describe bustion gases this layer of fuel vapor leaves the 
in detail the present extent of physiological and combustion chamber surfaces and is exhausted to



FIGURE ONE — AIR POLLUTANTS onan ae a eralssion om 
dards are 275 parts per million by volume hydro- 

MILLION TONS/YEAR 1966 carbons, 1.5 percent carbon monoxide and 350 
80 parts per million nitric oxides as determined over 

the driving cycle. However, the nitric oxide stan- 
70 D automosices dard has not as yet been enforced because the 
60 feasibility of control of nitric oxide has not been 

ALL OTHER demonstrated. 
50 WB sources For a typical well tuned automobile, but not 

equipped with air pollution control equipment, 
40 execution of a representative driving cycle will 
30 yield average pollutant concentrations in the ex- 

haust gases of 900 parts per million by volume 
20 hydrocarbons, 3.5 percent carbon monoxide and 

1500 parts per million nitric oxide. Probably the 
10 a most important single engine operating variable 
0 influencing air pollutant emissions is the pro- 

Carbon Hydro- Nitrogen portion of fuel supplied to the air entering the 
Monoxide Carbons Oxides engine. Practical engine operation is restricted to a 

fairly narrow range of fuel-air ratios, within which 
there is considerable variation of pollutant levels. 

The basic problem of engine emissions control 
the atmosphere along with the bulk of burned can be pinpointed in terms of air-fuel ratio by 
products. This is the basic source of hydrocarbon Figure 2 which graphically displays the variation of 
emissions from the engine. each of the three important pollutants with varying 

By contrast, nitric oxide and carbon monoxide — fuel-air proportions. Fuel-air ratios are plotted in 
are formed in the more or less homogeneous bulk normalized form as fuel-air equivalence ratio. 
combustion gases rather than in a definite layer or Increasing values of this parameter correspond to 
isolated physical region. The mechanisms of gen- increasing proportions of fuel. Clearly if one were 
eration of nitric oxide and carbon monoxide are concerned with controlling only hydrocarbons and 
basically chemical in nature and are quite different carbon monoxide, operation of the engine with 
from the hydrocarbon emission process. equivalence ratios less than unity would be indi- 

Standards for automotive exhaust emissions cated. This approach is presently being employed 
were originally put into law by the State of by several automobile manufactures to meet 
California in 1966. These standards which were Federal standards for hydrocarbon and carbon 
adopted and enforced nationwide by the U. S. monoxide emissions. However, Figure Two reveals 
Government in 1968, set maximum acceptable that under these conditions, nitric oxide levels are 
levels for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and maximized. Thus the relatively simple problem of 
nitric oxide. Measurements upon which the stan- controlling hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide 
dards are based are made with an automobile emissions is severely complicated by the estab- 
driven over a prescribed and carefully controlled lished need for control of nitric oxide. 
driving cycle executed through use of a chassis It has been recognized that as the annual rate of 

automobile production increases, the current stan- 
dards will not be sufficient to control atmospheric 

pollution levels. For this reason the Federal Gov- 

i] ernment has established a time table for progres- 

5000 Vv 55 sively lower pollutant emission levels. 
{ Ww It is probable that current control techniques 

a © can be refined to meet standards projected for the 
4000 4a next two to four years for hydrocarbons and 

z= / , | carbon monoxide. However, achievement of fur- 
9 9 / oa ther reductions in pollution levels will probably 
c 3000 / v 3 require a major change in approach. Several experi- 
i & wont / 2 mental systems have demonstrated feasibility for 
2 7 OQ control of emissions to very low levels. One 
5 hb / = ilizes a large insulated exhaust manifold reactor S 090 —— / bS utilizes a large insulated exhaust manifold reactor 
5 O into which air is injected for the purpose of 
° / Fa completely oxidizing hydrocarbons and carbon 

1000 1 S monoxide remaining in the exhaust gases. Another 

/ system uses a combination of catalytic devices to 
of process exhaust gases. At present neither system 

-y- -V- has demonstrated sufficient long term reliability to 
07 08 09 10 1 TD be seriously considered for production. 

To summarize, it may be informative to quote a 
FUEL-AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO number of conclusions of the Department. of



Commerce Panel on Electrical Powered Vehicles.* 2. During the next decade, in the normal course 
a . . . . . of events, no significant reduction in total air 

fol ste Fotos Automotive Emission’s Air pollution will be achieved through the intro- 
: : . : duction of unconventional low-polluting 

1. Air pollution presents a serious threat of vehicles into the current population of 

increasing. significance to the health and approximately 90 million vehicles. 

welfare of this country and all industrialized 
areas of the world. Without prompt and (a) The state of technology does not permit 

effective action to control this conta- the current development of an economic- 
mination of the atmosphere, living con- ally feasible electric car except for spe- 
ditions within and around the cities of the cial-purpose, limited-range use. 

motive. vehicle. emasions, namely” carbon (b) Current research activities indicate that 
monoxide, hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, significant technical advances may bE: EX: 
and lead compounds, are a principal con- pected in the development of improved 
tributor to this problem. electric energy storage and conversion 

2. Emissions from automotive vehicles are large- devices. The time anticipated for the 
ly responsible for the formation of photo- development and commercialization of 

chemical smog in Los Angeles and some such devices will not allow their use in a 
other areas, and vehicles are the principal significant number of vehicles in the next 
source of carbon monoxide in the at- decade. Any acceleration of this technolo- 

mosphere. In addition to these known, gy to make earlier commercialization pos- 

specific effects, vehicle emissions combine sible will be in controlling urban air 
with emissions from other sources, in ways pollution. 
and to an extent unknown, to contribute to (c) Gas turbines are reasonable alternatives to 

general air pollution. internal combustion engines in the large 

3. While there is evidence establishing ill effects sizes used in trucks, trains, and buses, but 

from aggregate air pollution, there is an are not now economically feasible in the 
urgent need for more extensive information smaller units required for automobiles. 
regarding the significance of ‘Specific and Gas turbines produce low hydrocarbon 
combined air pollutants on public health. and carbon monoxide emissions, and can 

4. Population increase and urbanization trends be designed to yield 1 it ;, id 

require an overall national strategy for the pe designed to yleid low nitrogen OxIce 
control of all forms of air pollution and the EMUSSIONS; . . . 
early and effective implementation of emis- (d) Hybrid power plants involving combina- 
sion standards to meet air quality goals. tions of high energy devices and high 
Local.state, and Federal agencies responsible power devices could have satisfactory 

for urban transportation systems given inade- performance, but their economic feasibil- 

quate consideration to pollution implications ity for private passenger automobiles has 
in the developnent of transportation not been established. 
systems. 

5. The magnitude of expected future need for 3. Vehicles using external combustion engines 

urban-suburban personal transportation re- for propulsion, such as the piston-type steam 

quires the early development of virtually engine of advanced design, potentially offer a 
non-polluting transportation systems. The satisfactory alternative to the present auto- 
use of mass transportation systems can be a mobile and should have very low pollution 
factor in the reduction of air pollution. and noise characteristics. a, 

Il. Technology and the Control of Air Pollution 4. Diesel engines in trucks and buses emit highly 
1. On the basis of current technology, it will be undesirable smoke and odor, in addition to 

commercially feasible during the next decade other pollutants. Smoke can be controlled 
to reduce exhaust emissions from new gaso- now with proper maintenance and operation 
line internal combustion engines to values at and the odor problem can probably be solved 
least as lowas: with adequate research. ; 

Hydrocarbons — 50 parts 5S. Adequate energy sources are available at least 

per million (900 ppm)** for the remainder of this century to meet the 

és . , vehicle transportation requirements of the 

Carbon monoxide ~ 5% (3.5%) country regardless of the type of power plant 
Oxides of nitrogen — 250 parts that may be used. 

per million (1500 ppm) 6. Over the next years, the introduction and 

*<The Automobile and Air Pollution, A Program widespread use of any currently proposed 
for Progress.” Report of the Panel on Electrical propulsion systems will nol be restracted by 
Powered Vehicles, U.S. Department of Commerce, the supply of tetenals, wath oe GENER 
October 1967 exception of those. which require large 

. amounts of cadmium, platinum group 

** Estimated levels for uncontrolled vehicles. metals, or silver. [***]
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We're not looking for ordinary people. Or satis- and touches so many facets of life that you'd be sur- 
fied people. We want people who question, who want prised at the variety of jobs in the Bell System. What- 
to know why. We need them because they can help us ever your background, whatever your field of study, 
grow. We'll give them as much challenge as they care we probably have a pair of shoes for you to fill. 
to seek out. Whynot ask a Bell System representative? Make 

At the same time, we offer something more than an appointment when he comes to your campus. 
challenge. We offer opportunity. And in some unusual An equal opportunity 
areas. The communications network is so vast employer. Atal



JERRY GOTTSACKER 

Webster’s defines “complex” as: ‘“‘a group of fluence is hardly happenstance or “‘unsought,” it is 
obviously related units of which the degree and rather actively pursued under the guise of patriotic 
nature of the relationship is imperfectly known.” duty. In any case, the military-industrial complex 

Although the last half of the definition is progres- is in dire need of extra-Webster definition, especi- 

sively becoming more untrue, it adequately charac- ally to those who, with diploma in hand, may 

terizes the profit-monster called the military- become part of the economist’s nightmare of 

industrial complex. Eisenhower, in his 1961 fare- military wants and industrial supply. 

well address. warned the nation to guard against If the Army is the most undemocratic of 

the “aquisition of unwarranted influence, whether democratic institutions, then the military-industrial 

sought) or unsought, by the military-industrial complex is the most uncapitalistic of capitalistic 
complex.” Again, Eisenhower's definition needs institutions. In the American economic market, 

some opinionated qualification: Unwarranted in- where competition is the hallmark of free trade, 

SANDERS — THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 

What about the millions wasted 

I dunno. What about all that on cost overruns, a sesai 
graft and corruption? weapons, noncompe Lue contrac 

awards and unsupervised 
spending? 
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one would suppose anything which inhibits free profit grabbing often reaches astounding pro- 
trade and competition to be not only anti-capitalist. Portions. As Joseph Goulden and Marshall Singer 
but unAmerican. Officially, monopoly is a federal elate in the November 1969 Ramparts: 
crime ~ except in certain cases — and its illegality On one contract for 1032 additional launchers, 
is founded in the belief that monopoly subverts the Consolidated manufactured the launchers at a price 
principles of capitalism by inhibiting competition. of $135 million (including profit) and delivered 
(Contemporary would-be monopolies, for the most them directly to the Army. Douglas nade plastic porary, POEs, 10 ‘mos rains covers for the launchers at a cost of $3 each, part, are unfettered by the unenforced, unenforce- for a total of $3361. Douglas then took a profit on 
able, and devious letter of the law.) Anti-trust, that amount plus the Consolidated price, a profit 
price-fixing, and tariff laws are all particulars of of $1.2 million on $3361 worth of work. The 
preserving the sacredness and holiness of the Deh Gee rae ae col noe Pesce a PS cpa Tie [sien . sei . ss wnich gave each missile a quick $ Inspection a 

principles Of capitalism. But to Suggest that the the base, proceeded to syrannid its catunit Gh top of military is unAmerican is scabrous, for unAmeri- Douglas’s. Western did not do quite as well, coming 
canism and the military are queer bedfellows out with a mere 6684 percent return on its effort. 
indeed. For a profitable understanding of the Technically, then, it is entirely possible (pro- 
unAmerican military which composes half of the vided one has the “connections” necessary to 
military-industrial complex, one must understand obtain military contract) to form a dummy cor- 
the methods of military procurement. poration and collect untold millions in profits on 

Methods of military procurement are hardly work dealt out in subcontracts. Inefficient? Maybe, 
competitive. Contract bids, if submitted, are used but nary a military contractor will admit to it. 
as criteria in contract awarding in every way but Patent monopolies are awarded to companies 
one: Low monetary bid. Contracts are ususally for all patentable work done under government 
awarded on the basis of several factors including contract. Profit on those patents return in two 
technological ability to accomplish the contract ways: 1) Patents acquired under research financed 
requirements, previous contracts, performance on by taxpayers are handed over to private industry 
previous contracts, and friends in the industry. for their economic padding, and 2) guaranteed 
Since most big military contracts are associated return of contracts for items to which a given 
with development (as opposed to mere con- company holds the patent. Facilitating the contin- 
struction where, as in the building industry, cost of — uation of the military-industrial relationship and its 
component materials is known before con- money are the influence specialists of both the 
struction) cost is more or less an abritrary whim of military and industry. 
estimate. Cost over-runs are commonplace and Both factors of the military-industrial complex 
since profit is a percentage—ten percent stan- maintain intricate lobbying forces. The Air Force 
dard-—of total cost, little effort is made to keep Association, the Association of the U. S. Army, 
costs down. Subcontracts, dealt out by the prime and the Navy League all represent the interests, 
contractor, also carry profit clauses which allow a especially power-wise, of their respective forces. 
profit return to the prime contractor. So, not only The American Ordinance Association, the Aero- 
is the prime contractor profitting from its own space Industries Association, and the National 
contract, but it also derives profit from the layers Security Association, to mention a few, represent 
of subcontracts beneath the prime contract. Such (Continued on Page 43) 
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: At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft ‘ceiling and visibility unlimited” is not just an expression. For example, 
C1 ess the President of our parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering 

wae degree. The preceding President, now Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current 
: .) President of P&WA started in our engineering department as an experimental engineer and moved 
a up to his present position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have one thing in common— 
s - % degrees in an engineering or scientific field. 

’ To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them 
tee the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate educa- | 

tion opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep 
them reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when 
they do manage it. 

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL ¢« AERONAUTICAL ¢ ELECTRICAL 
CHEMICAL « CIVIL ¢ MARINE ¢ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING e PHYSICS » CHEMISTRY » METAL- 
LURGY « MATERIALS SCIENCE « CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS ¢ STATISTICS » COMPUTER 
SCIENCE e« ENGINEERING SCIENCE ¢ ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills through a wide range of challenging 
programs which include jet engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas turbines for 
industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial 
uses, and other advanced systems. 

ESSER, . .: U XY... « Pratt &Wh ITNEY AIP Craft ove» or vee Renee conronanon 
2 s Ry EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT = 
ong WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA ‘An Equal Opportunity Employer
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i At NSA ; t 4 
a . d 

‘ OUr SUCCESSES depen ON YOUTS. 
! | 
NN Because of the nature and scope of the National Security Agency's mission 

_ our successes are in direct relation to your achievements. 

» NS | At NSA, we are responsible for designing and developing secure/invulnerable 
| WN communications and EDP systems to transmit, receive and analyze much of our 
t | “N nation’s most vital information. The advancing technologies applied in this work 

! . are such that they will frequently take you beyond the known and acceptec 
bene boundaries of knowledge. Consequently, your imagination and resourcefulness 
ee are essential qualifications for success 

rs ~ s Sq The Career Scene at NSA: ENGINEERS will find work which is performec 
ml SN nowhere else . . . devices and systems are constantly being developed which 
m™s Ay a SFE i TSR | are in advance of any outside the Agency. As an Agency engineer, you will 

ss N\A ; [© le " go Ns esas carry out research, design, development, testing and evaluation of sophisti- 
ele a po 4 N Na cated, large-scale cryptocommunications and EDP systems. You may also par- tc oV IG Ye bento) b i 

\ a eo lé a Ny prs OY ticipate in related studies of electromagnetic propagation, upper atmosphere 
K) / re oy a phenomena, and solid state devices using the latest equipment for advancec 
LAs € eves research within NSA’s fully instrumented laboratories. 

ae P = LO he N i MATHEMATICIANS define, formulate and solve complex communications-relatec 
pe So SS 3) y problems. Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, and combinatorial analysis 

ag by POO oy ag i are but a few of the tools applied by Agency mathematicians. Opportunities fo 
FAIRS R88 ERR U Ln, iy contributions in computer sciences and theoretical research are also offered 

Bra] RESO i iN COMPUTER SCIENTISTS participate in systems analysis and systems pro ess Y : 
I kde , A Le gramming related to advanced scientific and business applications. Softwar 

Wear i S | a design and development is included, as well as support in hardware design 
2! SS" 4 development and modification. 
al |e $o Career Benefits: NSA's liberal graduate study program permits you to pursus 
1 I: KS A two semesters of full-time graduate study at full salary. Nearly all academic 

es . me WF )) costs are borne by NSA, whose proximity to seven universities is an additiona 
We |b asset. 

le ts r Starting salaries, depending on education and experience, range from $9,169.01 
Ils y NY to $15,000.00, and increases will follow systematically as you assume additiona 

\| NN t) i iy responsibility. Further, you will enjoy the varied career benefits and other ad: 
{| > / N 4 Hy vantages of Federal employment without the necessity of Civil Service certifi. 
| a y ae} cation. 

| =e x AGN Check with your Placement Office for further information about NSA, or write 
| 1 IN JAA a to: Chief, College Relations Branch, National Security Agency, Ft. George G 
i | — X SS a ! Meade, Md. 20755, Attn: M321. An equal opportunity employer, M&F. 

| | i FREE fi Campus Interview Dates: December 8, 9, 10 

| + - 
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* vanity isthe b ° vanity is the better balf of vator... 
HENRY GORDON 

here’s the plan, i quote: list. The boring talk re: school is pure unadultera- 

ted CRAP. Hard it could be — you are there to 

I) start over from the beginning making certain Prepare yourself for the growing up state — work 
that you skip every third letter.! Steve had been TOW and GROW UP.® Maybe someone might think 
through all this before. You work real hard and YOU smell, too. Don’t look for the hostile ones 
then the last step says “‘write your name at the top °Veryone isn’t hostile. Prices have always been out 
and do none of the other questions.” So he didn’t ©f line. Food prices here too are high and getting 
even bother getting out of bed. How could he? higher. Where the hell its going to land 1 don’t 
You see Steve is paralyzed from the neck down, now. I watch for sales for food stuffs and to hack 

Not really, but he likes to pretend as if he were.2 With any clothes shopping, I wear what I have.° | 
You know every now and then I get a low feeling 

Il) wouldn’t it be neat to see someone smashed @%4 when I do . the Thee Eig | ao islookn the 
between two cars? Steve had one of those vivid itor — it is time I get a new hairdo and then | 
imaginations. Last week he wanted to go to Spain perk up.” If all the guys around you are hostile get 

or someplace over there across the ocean. It was Yourself a look in the mirror — change your 
Spain, yes, because he wanted to see where William appearance don't be uals of looking like a 
Blake was born square!!!... hell I know quite a few of them and 

ao. . ; they are OK Joes.8 A hair shaping would give you 
Neruilon tient a lift...and plug like hell with your school 

Till we have MIIPISREAGHE work ...Please for Heaven Sake? don’t be a 
In Enslonds ereen and pleasantlana,” quitter. Where are your guts? T’ll always love 

Cee you...only I don’t want to love a SHEEP. Don’t 

That is his favorite quote. follow blindly!® .. you have all the opportunities 

II1) Count the syllables in onomatopoeia, divide by m _ wore a Yee worth having: can. be 
: attained ...don’t duff... you will be young for a 

two and forget the answer. Steve weaved in an ad ned : “ 
. 3 short time’’...the learning is easier at your 

obstacle course jaunt toward the maitre d’hotel of age. dont do anvthi ithout thinki 12 
the Swiss blood bank.3 “‘Here’’, he offered as Steve BE a aThy UE WAU INKINg .. . 

. * “ *” love gram. 
was given to generosity on “‘take all you want.” He 

was no neophyte at blood giving. The copious V) Next cut a three inch lateral incision into Jay 

neatly crocheted red marks in his arm gave Lovestones cranium, let the milk cool, add the 

testimony to that. ‘“‘No, I think you need all the mixture and your pudding is ready. “What’s for 

blood you can get.”” Undaunted, dinner Kurt?” Chocolate pudding. Nothing Kurt 

likes more than chocolate pudding. “Yep” he 

IV) Yes, I feel maxi coats and mini skirts are always says, “chocolate pudding sure wins the 
running parallel with the pace. But people should — daily double.” ‘“‘Who’s on second?’ !3 

look beyond fashions to the people themselves.* 

Dearest Steve, VI) Write your name at the top of the page and 

Contrary to any opinion, you are on my mailing skip the other questions. 

FOOTNOTES 
1.) this is a pasttime established during the days of the 7.) And this above all, to thine own self be true and it shall 

Latvian occupation of the southwestern Estonian village of follow as the night day that thou canst be false to any man. 
Pesanacha. Many false allegations blaming the right wing 8.) qua sine non 
aldermanic candidate of the heinous act of first suggesting 9.) Frank Heaven — 13th century ecclesiastic and mystic 
this pasttime to the peasants to alleviate their sorrows. The poet. 
astute student will readily recognize this as false and 10.) it is at this point that rhetoric begins to obscure the 
slanderous. This is rarely practiced today except by the logic. 
most occult groups in western and southern France. 11.) mignonne, allons voir si la rose qui ce matin avait 

2.) sometimes allied with the female mania — penis envy. declose sa robe de poupre an soleil . . . 
3.) a testimony to the statement — all that glitters is not 12.) lest i say more. Furthermore it is said that Unonuno 

gold. never wore a raincoat even in the springtime. 
4.) love peace be happy smile on your brother all power to 13.) This marriage of the minds of Kurt and Steve is 
the people. perhaps the greatest merger of wealth of any sort since the 
5.) sic temperus tyrannus renowned Stuart Tudor marriage of antiquity. Mallarme in 
6.) *SALE* regularly three dollars, but since you are a his immortal thirteen volume edition reported that his wife 
student — four fifty. was indecisive.
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Tomorrow, Paul Barr may 

Paul Barr is a hard man to catch. He may be at the bench sweating 
over a prototype circuit .. . or have his head under a car lift surveying 
the built-in problem. He’s got lab people hopping and test drivers 
in and out of spins. A couple of friction experts shake their heads 
when they see him coming. But wherever development engineering 
leads on a sophisticated new braking system, Paul Barr's on 
his way. And no two Mondays ever start alike. The question is... 
can you say the same? Take a good look at how your 
career shapes up, compared with Paul’s and his colleagues’ 
at Delco. You might even call us collect. Area Code 317/459-2808. 
Or, write: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 
Dept. 400, Delco Radio Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana. 

DELCO AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 

RADIO KOKOMO, INDIANA 

MARK OF EXCELLENCE 
MICRFACTK CMRI
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“what's his name.” 
At B&W, you won't be just You might be helping to stages all the way through 
another face in the crowd. develop the most advanced to client satisfaction. And 
We'll know who you are and steam generators, better achance to make a name for 
what you do. Because, at specialty steels, machine yourself. 
B&W, we give you something tools or computers and Watch for our representa- 
important to work on. And the control systems. tive on your campus. Or 
responsibility for getting With so many things contact us direct. Manager, 
the job done. going for us, we need people College Recruiting, The 

Itcould be ina metallurgy who want to pitch in today. Babcock & Wilcox Company, 
lab. In our own nuclear fuel And take charge of the 161 East 42nd Street, 
plant. Or our own steel mill. projects coming up tomorrow. New York, New York 10017. 

If you have it, you’ll get to see 
your ideas grow from the talk 

Babcock & Wilcox
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Press ae ‘ ‘ 
mene “eee Skee ws 4 Bogs ances yep OF ee. vey at ape Boge 

Nestled along a quiet indus- sportsman, the Excalibur is re- 

trial lane, a short distance froma presentative of an average design 
busy highway in bustling Mil approach retaining the  out- 
waukee, Wisconsin, is the United standing features of the original. 
States’ eighth largest automobile The massive radiator, elongated 
manufacturer, S. S. Automobiles hood, enormous. stainless steel 
Inc. Excalibur, the ‘Contem- exhaust headers and doorless 
porary Classic,” is produced drop sides have all been re-con- 
here. toured and proportioned. The 

Excalibur is ‘classic’ in that wire wheels, tubular bumpers, 
its inspiration is the famous and shower top with zip-on cur- After the engine and trans- 
1927-1930 Mercedes Benz SSK _ tains all rakishly emulate Ex- mission are installed, the doorless roadster. In view of the calibur s heritage. final accoutrements are add: 
fact. that) Mercedes built only The safety and dependability ed. Complete carpeting, 
twenty-six of these handcrafted of the modern standard compon- leather upholstery and 
marvels, each carefully con- ents very much contribute to the bucket seats, three spoked 
structed for a discriminating “‘contemporary” image the car wood wheel, and a walnut 

dash with a surplus of round 
black gages all contribute to 

the car’s authenticity. 
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s eS ei Be q 4— ae exudes. ; A Chevrolet Corvette 

1 A P< Re ec | r " =4 327 cubic inch engine coupled to 

pr > a, A Ser ace a. ‘ 4 a close ratio four speed trans- 

Le ee {ee \Seeaaaaed —s , ‘| mission, turning a limited slip 

LS if = ee pet. ry 1 ‘ differential, give a “modest” 

i NSS a Tt eo a 1. acceleration of zero to sixty 

Ce oe z Sg oe » | miles per hour in under five 

a aaa, a — end at <a seconds and a top speed of about 

oe ~~ 7 Ls afl a ico i 160. Should the 300 horsepower 

ee i N | | | ei ae 327 prove too docile, an optional 

NO a rrr Paxton Supercharger may be fit- 

AST (= rN ted which boosts output to 450 

: ' s ponies. 

Perfect alignment of the al- Attempting to keep all that 
AOS Gi WE 109° Teli muscle on the road is the job of 

Studebaker chassis is as- the Studebaker Daytona chassis. 

sured by a frame jig and Needless to say, the frame is 

extreme care in the welding highly modified, not so much for 

of the new side rails. ; strength, but to adapt the various 

ea components. The major altera- 
ea eo oo Nee, ition of the narrow Daytona chas- 

The stainless steel firewall is Ii fae Ns : E a is a 28% invit engine eee 

convenient fo secure some 4 * aa oe 8 — re ocation anc remova / 2 Ue: 

of the essential electrical 7 AO ee ‘ 3 1 torsional X member, . allowing 

elements. Reliability is as- i¢ PETS ole room for the transmission. Mov- 

sured by individual —at- _ ee ing the engine back not only 

tention to wiring execution. oe OAS improves the weight distribution, 

ge a a but puts the custom buckets just 

| es | about in the rear seat position of 
7 Mi Re red a | the standard Studebaker. Subse- 

The tricky problem of av jaa ae a“ ¥. wae i quent dash positioning permits 

taining the graceful curve Of GRRRMIRS 2°: seceee abet ce) Ay. ie the long hood and deep cowl, 

three exposed stainless steel Aes See ee = s; iy i also exposing the forward chassis 

exhaust pipes and meeting ios. od ey i components and A frame suspen- 
government emission re- RESET) i : i i y : M sion members by judicious place- 

quirements is solved by (he igi Cae s) ee ¢\% ment of the radiator shell. The 
unique collector box, bolted laisse SERNA] ‘en. unshrouded functional front end 
in place of the Chevy head- eae \ 4 elements are “cleaned up,” or 

ers which normally bend ae "ear i LA filled aad. or L. . i. wy 

down alongside the engine. : . “ Wied ane, 6hOUue, contri buting 
The torque converter on the to the mechanical look of the 

left indicates that — this real SSK. . . . 

engine will be mated with : the bodies of a few fay 

the S200 optional auto- +xcalibur prototypes were hand- 

matic transmission. formed from aluminum sheet 

em — and mounted on steel tubing. 

P: > OY a Since serious production has be- 

; (RNa a J ea) gun however, the only remaining 

Wy es 3 7 : r aluminum component is the ex- 

\ VE pee | | awit {i ea ‘ tensively louvered lengthy hood 

Wi af "ioe | ep | pele (Ge | v hk bonnet, all other body parts are 

\ is 3 Osha ~ era a can Be M | made of fiberglas in a “chopper 

\} Comes Pr m— Ss : gun” production process. Fiber- 

f ‘ fo - 4 ex t oa 9 (tm els resin and aril pe a. 

ip mt 4 Ke yw KG 2D ed into a mould and chemically 

i\ oj mY es NO adil 7) harden, giving excellent corro- 

g / = ve: % b a) yy sion and impact resistance and 

ia ae ro oy an a , : sufficient rigidity for the finished 

rt a ee 4 " part. 

ay lat ae mya ce os. The various body parts are 

| | = cg Staal ll Doky 2 sa painted, wired, and upholstered, 

| _ Spe ee” ar )} | Hl : and then are mated to the finish- 

oh Pn on ’ — i ee iad YN ed frame and preassembled en- 

i) aa Homes h |, rs f J o. " gine. The apparent imprudence 

S / ait de | mS 4 for chassis strength and torsional 

nace cel 5 a fiat, wd ae (Continued on Page 34) 

ee ea ee eee



Q After the trip to the spray 
aN booth, the axles, body, and 
aN a a chassis of this future 
ONE Re , 96-2 A a Phaeton were assembled and 

Bt t Pw s q ni ar then placed atop the short 
Le mS 5a | (a SF assembly line. a haat +o eh a - | > ai z a eS = Ga Tel Pern ee et oS ’ eee Aas it TE foe Se A eee - gee ae. 

nd amma | ee @ ae. 
1 oe i? ie ee : é na ae pean 
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The unadorned body, re- 3 
cently removed from _ its El eee 
mould, is about to be alter- SS 5 SR 
ed by the addition of the vs ye eae’ 
optional doors. The large : ee Ss > N 
recess on the rear deck re- 6 iN aie solves the “turtle mounted . [ae a y 2 
spare” conundrum. Co i ee 

ke \ 1 

Some ec — 
s itn a ~y ay ii ae \ 
——< Dray : me \\ ag See AME F Po 

TSS LA — ae The completion of the car 
ve a ro amt ' \ hinges upon the installation 

’ % i ew So ke A ie) ar N of the engine. Once this is 
3 ‘ Ve vy cer Wi a ; accomplished the radiator Wom ee J i Ay al | and its massive chrome ae Rf ile ff i Ni ie, shell, fenders, exhaust pipes, 

. (ie / \/ \*e : louvered hood, and running a H ie a é \ . 4 \, : lights are all located to form 
Ne | ie. = Boe —. > {! ii the amalgamated whole. Ne ee a | 4 eg aii i ei 8 ‘ \ ae Yi : /| Nd a) | jilee j i ; Bob | Be 40 Te wr 4 y 
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: J (Continued from Page 32) 

—_ | 

yy’ a A 4 L rigidity is absolved by the lack of 

f aan / a : reacting mass, the completed Ex- 

ff calibur weighs a mere 2500 

y < fin pounds. Due to increased driver 

f P self i ‘ [ye mayhem, competing American 

Mt r a! / automobile manufacturers have 

/ SD a ai - Bd set a “muscle” car limit of no 
i~ a[ ‘ less than ten pounds per horse- 

J * a. ss > <SO a 2 power. A “modest” 300 horse- 

gi NS Ae ee power Excalibur with a 200 

» CP pound driver is approximately 

“he \ Sea a i nine pounds per horsepower, 

bo ae as while the supercharged 450 is a 

OTR = i = fire breathin’ six pounds per 

i. 4 . ae horsepower! if i 

ya oe we _ he problem of keeping the 
us Aa: , = | ’ VE dragin’ on the highway is parti- 

So oe Co : Y/, Ag ally alleviated by altering front 

ce Fe ae. << - ™ yy ——S—té<“‘<‘i~™~.._ wheel caster and camber and by 
OE DOC sl CeO -® lessening the spring rates of both 

The imperfections in the the independent front suspension. 

exposed front frame cross and the Hotchkiss rear drive. 

member are filled with a Stopping the beast is the duty of 

plastic body mender and a pair of 11% inch front discs 

then ground smooth, The The straw-like particles a- mated with a pair of 10 inch rear 

frame is then separately long the periphery of the drums, which are hydraulically 

painted the same color as mounted wooden dash are coupled to a vacuum assisted 

body. remnants of the fiberglas master brake cylinder. The super- 
material used in the “chop- jor handling, excellent snubbers, 
PO eh Bromurnion process and nearly instantaneous throttle 
opithe body. components. response will keep the commuter 

nna “a competitive in any driving hand- 

ys os — : icap encountered. 
£ — ee Place your order, there are 

£ J SS ihe three Excalibur models available; 

& nie sla rN g tl tae i, =the SSK with its bicycle fender 

4 wah ia So i \ Re ae 9 a ya legacy, the SS Roadster with its 

ty lo es iN Aa ' % front fenders smoothly flowing 

“a rye) aA # < , VR oo into functional running boards, 

A wy. © , ) and the SS Phaeton, a four place 

—— —_ : & beauty for family touring. All 

’ mead 5 5} “4 Excaliburs are meticulously 

‘ ‘ i i } handcrafted from approximately 

eS i \ 1500 parts of worldwide genre, 

a % 4 NS ‘ 4 all subject to the future owner’s 

ae RN SS / ££ individual options. The cost for 

Pe = BAS Xt fe honest-to -goodness twentieth 

a. ces a y century nostalgia ismt  in- 

oy og Se ail expensive however, given about 

Ale Voy i : sixty days and $10,000 later you 

ae WY, 3 might be a bit choked 

la up. . 
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aia ae PRE Ts a eee, §= The engine of this elderly 
i an) fi. AL ior ie Cr Pe) \ ss pt ees K Excalibur is equipped with 

h Wee a. See nN BO ee the optional Paxton super- 9 ae > p pas Te Ss 1 Ce ae ti + 
of A oS = ~ vem Va a charger. The older style 

fale ae Srey oe a how, . ee he PA. chrome flex tube was ob- 
® fs or ae hapa pe Ta: A" ae as ‘ a - Ae § tained from the same firm 

: \ oath <6 =, =| = S Cie ee » ® in Kassel, Germany who had 
EP RON) eo pee “a md et Die i @ feser- os § = been the original vendor for 
> ee Me SS oe .. NS ea oh yb Ei) Mercedes Benz back in the 
See 2 6 Cencntiames 1 O° Us pein ir LI ee late 20s. 

Se ee Gs 
. ae UNS OIUG ce, eee, Zag NV a WY, -= ee a i h we hie = i BIAS eS ON ae ad 

% RE Ge ee eS a Re cy 
i | s ee ee Zo —. ) ea ae 4 
| ee Ca See ZeS Ue ae 

2) ae Ne 
ae. peo eg YY aoe oN eee md ve s a> iil | 

iY - eS Ser ya eo co 
a See SS er Ss J ‘i 
a ; = 22a Pe Ge SS ies ¢ = LS we Be PS AS 
ns i 3 a We A oS 2 

bit se = ee ESS 4 Put in all together, add a 
little polish ($), and this is 
what you have. 
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Why I Am Gettin 

Enjoying it Less 

GARY WULFSBERG 

In the summer of 1965 I did some research for the Dow work for Dow, I had to sign an “Employee Agreement” 
Chemical Company, which led to the discovery of a new consenting to sign such forms. However, now I was seized 
process for oxidizing alcohols. (Although I was not told — by a great reluctance to sign. I returned the forms unsigned, 
about the ultimate use for this process, | think that it was with a.letter giving a number of reasons for my noncooper- 
to be used to produce new or cheaper plastics.) | heard ation. 
nothing about this matter for four years thereafter, so 1 At that time, the strongest of these was my personal 
supposed that the discovery had not worked out. alienation from the idea of spending the rest of my life 

living in the joyless, meaningless, and repressed style of | 
However, this past summer | received a phone call — existence involved in working for companies such as Dow in 

informing me that the process was now ready {to be towns such as Midland. But as a result of this exchange of 
patented, and that | would be receiving for my signature (1) — letters, f have found that there are even more fundamental 
the patent application and (2) an assignment giving Dow _ issues involved that affect all of us, regardless of what work 
the exclusive rights to exploit the patent. When I went to we do or in what town or country we live.



My first letter to Dow reads as follows: this patent and its assignment. I cannot stop you, my 
July 17,1969 protest will have no effect and is totally symbolic. My 

Mr. J.R. Lochhead position as a “research scientist” at Dow was therefore no 
Patent Department different from that of an assembly-line worker — neither of 
Dow Chemical Company us had any say over the use to which our labor is put. 
Midland, Michigan Why, then, the farce of putting the patent in my name, 

and why the insult of offering me a one-dollar “royalty” 
Dear Mr. Lochhead: for the patent? My invention legally never belonged to me 

After thinking the matter over I have decided that I in the first place, Why should ! pretend to follow in: the . . ss a footsteps of Ben Franklin or Thomas Edison? They owned cannot in good conscience sign the patent application for the: fruits of theit labors — bee ; ite, Infact, Td 
the catalytic oxidation process invented by Dr. Wymore dh ey oe anne Onn mUnE. n fact, oO 
and myself, or the assignment of this patent to the Dow ical 1 look forward fo the day when ! can assign Chemical Company. my invention to the living beings of the Earth. THE 

I do this not hi test of Dow’ fet PATENTS BELONG TO THE PEOPLE! © this not so much in protest of Dow’s manufacture Peace and Communit 
ys of napalm, which is an ugly enough business, but more in Gary Wulfsbers 

agreement with the statement of the president of the Oil, y "8 
Chemical, and Atomic Workers Union, Mr. Grospiran, that 
the chemical industry is not much in need of manufacturing 
more products. 

Since doing this work four years ago, I have become 
aware that the people of this land and world have many, 
many unfulfilled needs: Black people need the power to 
build their own communities. Vietnamese need to be able The Dow Chemical Company 
to build their nation free from American dominance and Midland, Michigan 
bombs. Youth needs an alternative to the dehumanizing, August 4, 1969 
non-nourishing emptiness of the suburbs (among which Dear Gary: 
Midland, Michigan is one of the worst). Low- and middle- I’m glad I found you home last evening and was able to 
income people need relief from the tax burden of subsidiz- have a brief discussion of the question of your signing the 
ing the new industrial state. Elderly people, used up by patent application and assignment. In order to expedite 
their past employers, need a meaningful place in society, proceedings, | am taking the liberty of sending you again 
and protection from inflation. We all need clean air, clean the application and assignment so you will have the papers 
water, and an ecologically-balanced environment. before you for signing and returning at your earliest 

Many people, aware of these human needs, have criti- opportunity should this be your decision. 
cized the spending for the present moon shot as a As I emphasized to you, Gary, there is no desire here to 
misappropriation of funds. But beyond this I notice thata needlessly spend the time and money of either of us to 
sizeable proportion of America’s wealth, resources, and straighten this matter out. The problem is that if a patent 
power is in the hands of giant corporations such as Dow _ should issue it would issue to you and Dow jointly. In that 
Chemical company. When these corporations invest their event we could only provide the Company with clear title 
funds in research, development, or new production, only by securing an assignment from you, either with your 
occasionally do they go to meet any of the above human cooperation or by enforcing the employee agreement to do 
needs. Far more often they go into production of a new _ it. 
“product”, such as freeze-dried coffee, Saran Wrap, or I like the other deal I proposed much better. If you will 
enzyme detergents, that are so little needed by people that return these papers signed and notarized, | would welcome 
an extensive advertising campaign is required in order to get the Opportunity to discuss the broader aspects of the 
people to buy them. questions you raise in private correspondence. This would 

And so I wonder about this invention. How many be more rewarding for us both, because I know that we 
millions will be spent to exploit it? And what will be the both have better use for our time than to do battle over 
great benefit to mankind? Perhaps a marginally-improved — these papers. 
Saran Wrap that maybe doesn’t crinkle so readily? Well, Very truly yours, 
scientists have a need too. We need to see that the fruit of A.R. Whale 
our labor is going to be worth something to mankind. Patent Department 

Indeed, I recognize why so many useless products will 
continue to flow forth from corporations like Dow. Most of 
the real needs that people have today are not and cannot be 
profitable (their material needs generally having already 
been satisfied). Thus pollution: abatement and ecological 
planning are expensive, and the prospects of their being 
“profit-producing” are remote to nil. The giant industrial 
sector of our society can make only pipsqueak (if not 
negative) contributions to fulfilling the real needs of the August 20, 1969 
people —- because it is burdened with the weight of the Dear Dow: 
profit system. Perhaps someday this burden can be lifted Enclosed please find the unsigned patent papers. | am 
from industry, and it can then serve the people well. willing to sign them voluntarily only if Dow can write me a 

Finally, | discovered in talking to my patent attorney convincing reply to my first letter. The questions I raised 
that you do not even need my signature in order to obtain are quite important to me personally, since practically any



work | may do in chemistry will serve to further the I am returning a copy of your July 17 letter with 

existing trends toward a “new industrial state.” | have, to paragraphs numbered to correspond with those below. Let’s 
be sure, already formed some conclusions as to whether — take them one by one. 

these trends are or are not beneficial to the people of 1. You have decided that ‘tin good conscience” you 
America, but these conclusions are still tentative. [need to cannot sign the patent application sent you for signature. 

hear a corporation’s case in this matter. You feel that the Later in the letter you acknowledge that your invention 
important thing is for me to sign the papers quickly, then “legally never belonged” to you in the first place in view of 
“some time” these matters can be discussed “over a beer.” your promise to assign inventions to the Company. This 

But really! Lam trying to ask “Where are the corporations — being an apparent act of conscience, one must presume we 

taking America?” and you are saying “First sign so that we — were asking you to do something that conflicts with that 
can get there faster, then we can talk about where we’re — conscience. 
going!” But in our phone conversation you agreed you were 

These questions are important to many more people merely throwing sand in the machinery for your own 
than myself Our whole society, and all other societies, are purposes, quite unrelated to the question at hand. This is 
profoundly affected by the decisions made in the giant confirmed in your August 20 letter when you speak of our 

American corporations — decisions which we are unable to request for your signature as being a “rare opportunity of 
influence effectively. Dow’s requirement of my signature capturing the attention of a large corporation.” So this 
presents me, as a citizen, with the very rare opportunity of problem is not really a matter of conscience, as you 

capturing the attention of a large corporation. | know — originally declared. How can you square this reasoning with 
corporations are not accustomed to justifying their existen- your conscience? 

ces, either to single citizens, or to society. But I believe that 2. You refer to Dow’s manufacture of napalm. I don’t 

they should have to do so. 1 quote Benjamin Franklin: — know whether you really mean what you say, however, 

“Private Property ...is a Creature of Society, and is when you rely less on your objections to napalm than on a 
subject to the Calls of that Society, whenever its Necessities — statement by Mr. Grospiran of the Oil, Chemical and 

shall require it, even to its last Farthing.” Or as he might Atomic Workers Union to the effect that, in your words, 
have put it in 20th-century lingo, “The corporations belong “the chemical industry is not much in need of manufactur- 
to the people.” ing more products.” 

Finally, | regret any inconveniences, Mr. Lochhead and ‘5 . : ‘ . oo 
Hoots . = ae ceive versie . Quoting out of context is misquoting; and misquoting is 

Mr. Whale, that | may have caused to you personally. As I dist i fo - y = : 
ph. : eq ishonest. In discussions of Dow and napalm I have seen so 

hope you can see, my questions are aimed entirely at Dow a ‘ . : : e. ihe 
co = much misquoting by irresponsible protestors that | doubt 

the corporation, and not at individual workers for Dow. theie moxal Hight te pratest. I have-seen Hien displaving thé 
Perhaps some of these thoughts are your own private nap ae f ia: . ale blic . re a 
thoughts for surely no one is more overwhelmingly pelapiere Ia OF Te gion mee Pu ne poms pasen. “ON 
oe : : a 2 misquotations, deliberate misunderstandings and worse. 

affected by the corporation than its workers. There is The napalm question is a symbol, and a good one, but it’s 

mounting evidence that work for a corporate bureaucracy been inflated into a phony issue, its symbolism distorted 
does not give enough personal satisfaction even top, . . A . Pees «. ens 

. we pesto . : and exploited, and in the name of practicing symbolism it 
executives and their families are damaged in an alarming has served as a cloak for the commission of acts that are, by 

PUM OF cakes; IN YOU: are: Hot fulblied by your Work your definition or mine, as immoral as they are illegal. 
either, then we are “soul brothers” in this action. And if As for Mr. Grospiran, | wonder in what context he was 

you are satisfied, then | hope and presune that my small speaking. It is inconceivable to me that a union leader 

nuisance value is not enough to spoil the beauty of your Would contend that the industry he serves needs no more 

lives. : new products. He is saying that he, as President of their 
Yours sincerely, union, is willing to deny employment to many of his 
Gary: Wulfsberg members in the very near future. This would inevitably 

follow, and follow soon, the termination of new product 

development in any industry, and particularly in ours. If he 
does hold that view, consider the disservice he is doing to 
those who rely on his leadership, for in denying the 
vitalizing effects of competition he is tampering with their 
future most irresponsibly. 

If we as a people failed to respond to the challenges of 

The Dow Chemical Company competition we would die first our spirits and then, 

Midland, Michigan many of us, literally. Unless we are competitively striving 

Sept. 15,1969 for something against an opposing force, be it natural or 

Dear Mr. Wulfsberg: manmade, we do not even know when we have achieved the 

I have your “Dear Dow” letter of August 20, 1969 with best possible result. In the industrial context we would not 
which you returned the unsigned papers we discussed by contribute to the health or happiness of others who could 

phone on August 3. In it you challenged me to write you “a use useful products of our labors. 
convincing reply” to your letter of July 17. When I refer to “useful” products, | mean anything that 

| will undertake to do this, not because it has relevance people want or need which in some way could make their | 
to your signing the papers which you have acknowledged lives better. A “marginally improved Saran Wrap,” to which 
are your obligation to sign, but because I believe you are you referred, can be a useful product if it is better or 

riding on some false assumptions and perhaps listening to cheaper or more easily available than other products which 
false prophets. Moreover, | do have an interest in the do the same thing. It is also a useful product because it 

questions you raise. provides employment in which people can apply their 
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talents and earn the money to send kids to college, to the area of improved catalysts for chemical reactions are 
donate to their favorite charities, to gain the time to work important to us because they represent opportunities to 
personally in causes which they favor, and on and on and __ bring new economies to the production of basic chemicals. 

on. And in this competitive business we must look for those 
3. Since working for Dow that summer four years ago, economies under penalty of losing the business to someone 

you say you have become aware of the many unfulfilled who can make our products cheaper or better. The cost 
needs of the people of our land and the world over. You _ savings not only enable the producers of consumer products 
then catalog some of your major concerns. I find your list to effect corresponding economies and offer the resulting 
interesting and unassailable, for you speak the concerns of products at lower costs to consumers, they often permit 
all of us. (I pass your reference to Midland as interesting, new products to be made which were prohibitively expen- 
sarcastic and based on I wonder what kind of personal _ sive in the earlier stages of the product’s development. 
experience.) Again, however, I raise the question of I hope you are not suggesting by your reference to 

relevance. If concerned people would devote more time to companies like Dow producing products not needed that 
the objects of their concern and less to synbols which we should have in this country a well-ordered bureaucracy 
advertise their concerns, many of these unfulfilled needs in which somebody tells us what we need, when we need it 
would be fulfilled much sooner. Symbols have public and where to get it. It may be very important to a housewife, 
relations value, but those appropriating them simply whose daily duties are as great in her life as large thoughts 
haven’t learned yet through experience that this can be about social problems may in yours, that she have a new 
overdone and their energies dissipated. To become preoccu- enzyme detergent (which you select as typical of the 
pied with symbols is a travesty against the important needs mundane) to enable her to do her job better. This does not 
they represent. mean that she does not share other larger concerns. But 

If you can find satisfying relevance in the issue of making her tasks go faster and easier leaves her more time 
whether or not to sign a patent application for a catalytic and energy for other projects, be they the local humane 
oxidation process to the problems of Viet Nam, the needs _ society or a relief fund for Vietnamese children. My point is 
of Black people, the high taxes we all face, and the like, I that it takes many economic cycles to make the world go 
can certainly find relevance in the work of Dow to these around, and a man can live a significant life wherever his 

very problems. There will come a day in Viet Nam when _ talents and interests lead him. There is profound chemistry 
our planes and ships will be carrying goods and technicians (and respected chemists) involved in the understanding and 
to help the Vietnamese be their own people, free of the development of detergents. | suggest we should honor the 
dominance of anyone, including the Americans. Where society that has given our housewife a selection of 
research has developed new and cheaper products needed detergents and the right to make the choice. 
by the Vietnamese or which can be manufactured by them 5. While you are obviously being facetious here, I believe 
with their own levels of skill and locally available materials, your point is that scientists must feel they are doing 
this will be an accomplishment of which you and I both something truly useful for mankind. This is a fine senti- 
should be proud. Where companies like Dow provide ment. In my experience, however, scientists are no more 
opportunities for young people like you to work in and no less preoccupied with larger thoughts than anyone 
industrial laboratories with modern equipment and out- else. However, when scientists organize into groups there is 
standing scientists, the Company will have made a contribu- sometimes a tendency for the group to confer a mantle of 
tion I believe you can appreciate. (Dow now has a summer _ saintliness on the individual scientist. 

Piet for introducing Aisadvantaged young Men fo I enclose a copy of an article based on a talk I gave to chemical lab and plant work.) rr . 
AAAS several years ago. To me it is inconsistent for a 

Your reference to the tax burden “subsidizing the new scientist to say on the one hand he wants to confer the 
industrial state” is not clear, at least as it applies to Dow. product of his labors freely on society and not to profit 
As a major company Dow is a major taxpayer but a personally, and on the other to shun anything to do with 
relatively minor supplier to the federal government. the commercialization of his work. What he really means is 

Finally (still on paragraph 3), I can’t disagree that we that he would like to see his invention used by society for 
need clean air and clean water. But, | ask, what is it thathas the benefit of individuals. It is therefore inconsistent for 
produced the problems with the air and the water? Isitnot him to do exactly the opposite of what would give his 
the very production of goods and the employment of inventions the greatest likelihood of the widest use. He 
people with all the benefits we as individuals enjoy from would be better advised to seek his patents or promote 
improved products and gainful employment? The pollution commercialization of his invention under terms by which 
problem is simply a result of our enormous progress in the he could control who does the promoting and producing 
country and represents a problem we must face as a for the public and how they do it. Only in this way can he 
consequence. As with other problems in the past, research assure that his invention will do what he wants it to do in 
and industry and government together will apply them- the world! 

selves to solve this one, too. If you are with me in opposing a bureaucracy that will 
4. You conclude that “only occasionally” does a com- tell us what to do, where to do it and give us no choice in 

pany like Dow invest in research, development or produc- _ selection of products for our comforts or necessities, then 
tion that meets human needs. As a chemist you are surely you're with mein insisting that the profit incentive through 
aware of the essential role of chemicals in the lives of competition must operate. And if that is the case, you must 
people everywhere. One of Dow’s worthy competitors has also be with me in appreciating the practical fact that an 
called it, if memory serves: “Better things for better living investment in the commercial developnent of a scientific 
through Chemistry.” Dow happens to be primarily a idea is most often attractive when it carries with it the 
supplier of basic chemical commodities from which others possibilities of a limited period of exclusive use, such as the 
make products for the consumer. Efforts such as yours in patent system can provide. If you are still with me, you will



then join me in viewing the scientist as short-sighted who direct your own reseac.h or to say how it should be used? 
simply makes his inventions and hopes they will be used by If so, are you not omitting a rather important step of 
somebody for something somewhere but who feels it learning that would permit you to earn your way to such a 
beneath his dignity to participate in the culmination of his status? 
work for the public’s benefit. 8. You have certain basic misconceptions about the 

6. Here you again decry the “many useless products” patent system. Perhaps the attached article will be helpful 
flowing from companies like Dow. Unless you want to be to you. As for your invention, there is no “farce” — as you 
told what is useful and useless, you are in no position to express it — in putting your name on the patent. The patent 

identify what is useless and what is not except with would issue in your name simply because it would be a 

reference to your own particular needs and preferences. contribution from you. 

/ You refer to the “pipsqueak contributions” of industry It might interest you to know that one reason Thomas 
in “fulfilling the real needs of the people” and attribute this Edison, to whom you refer, was so successful in bringing his 

to industry being “burdened with the weight of the profit inventions into public use was that he chose the patent 
system.” Do you really mean that? If you do, it doesn’t route to disclose many of them. His patents are numerous 
seem to me you are applying a scientific method of — numbering 1,093 in all. It was these patents, licensed for 
reasoning to the data at hand. With all our failures and royalties to companies for the 17-year life of the patents, 
fallacies as a nation, we have succeeded in raising the that made it worthwhile for companies to be assembled to 
standard of living of our people and of millions of other exploit his inventions and for Mr. Edison to staff and stock 
peoples throughout the world. And this has been done ina __ his laboratory and make still more inventions. 
competitive environment — a profit system, if you will — The corporate scientist who must assign his inventions to 
that makes it satisfying (and profitable) to do what others his company is not so different as you might think. No 
want done and make what others will use. matter how excellent a scientist a man might be, he needs a 

The trouble is, I suggest, that our people problems are laboratory, equipment, supplies, helpers, and many facili- 
not as easily solved as are technical problems. But that is no ties to help him in his work — such as analytical services, 
reason to disparage technology or the businesses it sup- glass-blowers, etc. For the scientist wishing to work on 
ports. We are belatedly appreciating the need for more problems having greater immediacy of demand or desiring 
attention to minority groups, but this is no reason for for some other reason to work in an industrial laboratory 
throwing rocks at a chemical plant. Industry is not only rather than a university, he must decide generally the field 
involved in solving the people problems, it is indispensible that interests him and then the company whose research 

to the effort, but it needs support and encouragement. efforts most nearly comport with those interests. He must, 
Remember, science and industry (and the profit system) of course, be satisfied of the company’s integrity and 
must be a part of the solution just as they are a part of the reputation and the research environment it provides. 
problem. Remember, too, the poor are only poor with In exchange for supplying him with the opportunity to 
respect to their neighbors who are not so poor, and their do the general type of work he wants to do, he will usually 

more affluent neighbors are more affluent because of their be asked, as were you, to assign his inventions to the 
greater share in the products and comforts of a society that company. To suppose that it could work otherwise is to 

provides them. Our job is not to dissolve the agency of ignore the investment the company makes in its scientists 
affluence but to give the agency the environment to provide and the consequences of the scientist completing a long, 
more products and comforts within the reach of those who expensive and potentially profitable contribution to his 
want but don’t have them and to help the disadvantaged to field and then moving to a competitor with his newly 

acquire them. gained knowledge. While employed in his field, the indus- 

7.1 am sorry you regarded your work at Dow as “no _ trial scientist will have the opportunity to earn a good 

different from that of an assembly-line worker.” First | wage, work in areas of social interest, raise a family and in a 

would ask why this is true. You were not, you must thousand ways be a good citizen just like the scientist of 

recognize, what one would call a “research scientist” at this _ the university. 

stage of your professional life, and inevitably your work So much for the numbered paragraphs in your July 17 

was of a different character than had you been a research letter. Now permit me a couple of comments on your 

scientist. Nevertheless, your comments at your exit inter- August 20 letter. 

view indicated your experiences here were rewarding to you You urge as a philosophy the paraphrase of Franklin’s 
personally in your then personal context. And you were words which would tell us that “the corporations belong to 

highly regarded as a promising chemist. Your name on a__ the people.” How right you are, and how true this is! The 

patent application testifies that you did some independent _ stockholders of Dow own this company lock, stock and 

thinking in the environment and in conjunction with the drum, and it is to them we owe a duty to earn a profit and 

associates you encountered. This doesn’t sound like “assem- share it with them. As a corporation we are responsible to 

bly-line” work to me! The fact that in three months you _ them legally and morally, and we don’t forget it. 

may not have been “fulfilled” in reaching uncharted shores So corporations like Dow exist for the profit of those 

should not disappoint you, nor should it cause you now to who have invested in its operations. But such corporations 

disparage your work experience at Dow. I am inclined to are responsive to more than their shareholders. They have a 

regard your obvious distaste for Dow as due to factors social conscience which is increasingly apparent in today’s 

unknown to me. society. Indeed, the aims of society and of the corporation 

I am not disregarding your remark that the analogy are fortuitously consistent if not identical in many respects. 

between a research scientist and assembly-line worker was Both seek to provide security for their members, both work 

made with particular reference to the absence of the right — toward an ever-increasing standard of living for those within 

to direct the “use to which our labor is put.” Did you really its concern; both recognize achievement and reward it by 

expect that, as a senior in college, you would be asked to (Continued on Page 42) 
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Since he graduated from the University of Missouri at softball and tennis. They live in the country but they are 
Rolla, Dan found opportunity for progress at St. Joe. only 90 minutes drive from big city attractions such as 
He’s Plant Engineer at St. Joe’s ultra-modern Fletcher major league baseball in St. Louis. [] St. Joe has chal- 
mine. There he’s responsible for some of the most lenging opportunities for people with the ability and the 
sophisticated equipment to be found in any mine-mill drive to meet them. They are located in Southeast 
complex on earth. He works with a young, aggressive Missouri, Pennsylvania, Upper New York State and New 
team in a company that’s tops in the industry. (] Dan York City. [] You may find your challenge and your 
and his wife Carole and their two sons find life pleasant future with St. Joe. 
in Southeast Missouri. He hunts, fishes and competes in 

Producers and Marketers of Lead, Zinc, Zinc 
Oxide, Iron Ore Pellets, Iron Oxide, Agricultural 
Limestone, Cadmium, Copper Concentrates, Sil- 
ver and Sulphuric Acid. 

ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO., 250 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017 
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positions of influence; both make contributions for the into depression. As I understand it, this is because industry 

betterment of communities, and both work together in the #8 constantly automating and otherwise introducing greater 

causes that affect our nation. Society does this through Productivity in existing product lines, so that without new 

voluntary committees and social agencies supported by one products more and more men would be laid off. 

layer of government or another. A corporation does it On page three you say “. ,. | can’t disagree that we need 

through direct contributions, supplying the needs of its clean air and clean water. But, I ask, what is it that has 

customers, paying taxes and the cooperation and encour- produced the problems with the air and water? Is it not the 

agement it lends individuals who themselves participate in VeTY production of goods and the employment of people 

various non-company activities of social significance. with all the benefits we as individuals enjoy from improved 

I must assume from the concerns you have expressed products and gainful employment? The pollution problem 

about the problems of the world and your low regard for is simply a result of our enormous progress in this country 

those who by your definition are not contributing to the and represents a problem we must face as a conse- 

great solutions of mankind that you yourself are earnestly quence. . . ” Certainly our nation’s pollution problems are 

engaged in pursuits that are more beneficially directed. It mainly a result of our new products. Indeed, they come out 

would be presumptuous of me to say that the subject S° rapidly that it is quite impossible to test their total 

matter of your thesis or the major projects in which you are effects on the environment, and to learn the soundest uses 

engaged are not relevant. Esoteric as these subjects might of these products. So the wisest course for us would be to 

be, Lam sure you can draw a relevance from them to satisfy introduce new products conservatively and slowly, only 

yourself that you are not compromising your principles by after very extensive testing and experience in their hand- 

so devoting your time. ling. But this is not done — since such a policy would lead 

From what I have learned about you, your future is the American economy into depression. So we get even 

bright in the sciences, and I sincerely hope you can find Ore and more marginally-improved Saran Wraps”, and 

relevance so that you will contribute where your capabili- with this “progress”, the resulting pollution and despoila- 

ties are the strongest. In fact, that is what each of us must "on of the environment. As this assault of new products 

do. But the freedom to do our own thing is precious, and | STOWS, the ecology of the globe reels, coming even closer to 

hope you remain free to accept or reject employment based collapsing in an eco-catastrophe. So the “progress” of 

on your own ideas of what fields you want to work in, advanced capitalism poses us with a “choice”: either we 

where you want to live, where you want to grow your kids head into depression or into eco-catastrophe. 

and the kind of people with whom you want to work. But you are more Sanguine about the prospects: “As 

Otherwise, you and I and Dow and everyone else will be with other problems in the past, research and industry and 

doing somebody else’s thing. And if you are to remain free  Sovernment together will apply themselves to solve this 

to do yours, then we and Dow must likewise remain free to OMe, too.” I can indeed foresee the course of this 

do ours. “solution”: the environment and the economy will deteri- 

Very truly yours, orate dangerously and people will be clamoring for radical 

A.R. Whale 2nd revolutionary change. So the corporations will offer us 

Patent Department 4” alternative to a solution: a “New Deal for the Environ- 

P.S. Enclosed also for your Winter reading is a copy ofa ment”! Supported by Dow, a “pollution czar” (Drew 

forthright talk by Mr. Doan, President of Dow. Pearson’s term) will sit in Washington to crack down on 
polluting farmers, towns, and small businessmen (litterbugs 

will be prosecuted vigorously). For the large corporations 

there will be greater investment tax credits to encourage 

new products, and there will be antipollution tax credits to 

subsidize devices for reducing the pollution resulting from 

these new products. This will be paid for by soaring taxes 

on lower- and middle-income people. Automation and 

November 4, 1969 productivity will soar, the Saran Wrap will continue to 

Dear Mr. Whale: “improve”, and the financial insecurity of the citizenry will 

I would like to thank you for taking the time to write climb, leading to ever greater unrest, in the midst of the 

your letter of September 15. It is a very remarkable greatest volume of baubles the world has ever seen. er 

document. | won’t attempt to comment on every point you So it is HOMME that, in your letter, you indicate 

make, but only on the more important ones — and there abhorrence to “well ordered bureaucracy in which some- 

were sone very important ones, which did much to clarify body tells us what we need, when we need it and where to 

my thinking on this matter. get it. Modern corporate capitalism will come to create 

| refer to two points in particular. On page two you said, desire, and support this bureaucracy in its vain struggles to | 

“As for Mr. Grospiran, I wonder in what context he was avoid being submerged in either depression or eco-cata- | 

speaking. It is inconceivable to me that a union leader strophe. | 

would contend that the industry he serves (sic) needs no Jacques Ellul, in his work The Technological Society, 

more new products. He is saying that he, as President of drives home the conclusion that modern technology and 

their union, is willing to deny employment to many of his organization require ever-more authoritarian methods of 

members in the very near future. This would inevitably governing, as the goal of technical efficiency becomes 

follow, and follow soon, the termination of new product paramount. If there is any hope of avoiding the twin 

development in any industry, and particularly in ours...” — disasters of depression or eco-catastrophe, we must funda- 

This tends to verify the conclusion of some economists: mentally re-structure our economy so that it does not 

that the continuous development of new products is provide strong incentives toward automation, more effici- 
necessary to prevent the American economy from slipping ent productivity, profit, and improved Saran Wraps. We



must have a new economic system which, although (if at all So this is where this “patent dispute” now stands. | 
possible) non-authoritarian does not confront so recklessly expect eventually to be sued (successfully) by Dow for my 

Nature’s non-negotiable demands. signature. So, of course, my refusal in and of itself will not 
So I am afraid that, far from convincing me of the alter the course of the economy at all. But if it will 

wisdom of going ahead with new catalytic processes, you stimulate others (as it has me) to consider the nature of our 
have convinced me of their ultimate tragedy. ecological and political problems, and to work for an 

alternative system, then it will have been entirely worth- 
while. 

In sorrow, 

Gary Wulfsberg 

Questions concerning this correspondence should be 
addressed to the Science Students Union, c/o the Wisconsin 

P.S. Enclosed also for your Winter reading isa copy of a Engineer. 
poem by Gary Snyder, environmental freak. | 

et 

(Continued from Page 23) 

the interests, especially monetary, of industry. expenditures before congressional committees. The 
Some have registered lobbyists. But lobbying is General Accounting Office, the government agency 
more extensive than that of the congressional which audits at request, is very seldom asked to 
type—its fingers reach into industry. investigate Pentagon contracts and has no power to 

Probably the only manifestation of retirement audit at will. Furthermore, contracts are often 
for armed forces officers is the “Ret.” following labeled “Top Secret” and as such, are inaccessible 
their name and rank. If “Ret.’”? means what it is tO most authorities outside the Pentagon. 

supposed to for officers, then industry must be one Pentagon buying discourages industrial develop- 
hell of a rest home. A study done in April of 1969 ment. Military contracts reimburse the contractor 
by Wisconsin Senator Gaylord Nelson revealed for the plants, equipment, and working capital 
that, in the top 1000 military contractors needed for production. The contractor supplies 
(three-quarters of all prime contractors), 2072 little outlay and retains all facilities and equipment 
retired regular military officers above the rank of after work is completed. Often times private 
captain were resting. The top ten contractors industrial companies operating under military con- 
nursed 1065 (over half) of the 2072 retired tract are “‘private’” only in structure: the govern- 
officers. And all officers have “friends in he ment provides the facilities, equipment, capital, 
Pentagon.” and sometimes even the work force to man the 

The “retired” officer's counterpart in the mi- facility while the privileged few stockholders and 

litary is the civilian advisor, who keeps the military executives reap the profits. Paid for by taxpayers, 
dreamers informed of the latest realities. The these large government subsidized companies are 
people, the taxpayers, are an indirect lobby, for owned and controlled by an elite few. Joe taxpayer 

they earn the government money from government does not get out what he puts in. He, in fact, is 
contracts in private industry, and usually support  Jikely to lose in the end; maybe a son or two “lost 
government contracts which will bring jobs to a in the war.” 

given locale. (An exception to that rule are the One can see that the military-industrial complex 
residents of northern Wisconsin who are fighting jg a successful marriage by most criteria, especially 
Project Sanguine. The Project threatens to destroy guaranteed monetary profit. The military provides 
the area topography, electrify fences, interfere with fhe war (which Keeps them in business) and 

television reception and mess up telephone com- industry provides the weapons of war (which keeps 
munications by implanting a giant electric grid in them in business), Whether it be the Cold War and 
the forest floors of northern Wisconsin.) its sister, the Armaments Race, or the Viet Nam 

The taxpayer, as overburden as he is, neglects war, a war is a war and profits are profits. 
the job of overseeing and exerting influence per- (Inflation, a time of “unprecedented profits” for 
taining to military spending. Certainly the taxpayer the war industry, banks, and the like, provides yet 
cannot audit the books, in fact nobody can. The another subtle incentive for war: Inflation provides 
defense industry has no standard method of _ the profits, war provides inflation, the military 

accounting, a fact which makes it impossible to provides the war, and industry reaps the profits.) 
audit over 75% of the Defense Department’s While the military-industrial complex stands above 
expenditures. While the Pentagon has the ability to war, with weapons and profits for some, the 

inspect the books of contractors, it very seldom marriage is only one of the “fruits of capitalism.” 
exercises its ability. On the contrary, the Pentagon Not so sweet a fruit, though, for those who pick 
has often times defended contractors for over- the grapes. [ee]
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They know the score! 
Oh, maybe they don’t savvy Sousa, but career-wise, they’re virtuosos. How about 

you? Take note of our booklet, “Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop 

Course.” It could be instrumental in convincing you to make sweet music with us. 

Pick up a copy at your placement office or write: Manager of Personnel, Bethle- 

hem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016. 

BETHLEHEM STEEL eae 
Aa Equal Opportunity Employer are
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gives you the wrong impression. 
You might think that if you come to work for __ panies, like Sylvania. 

us we'll stick you behind a desk making phones Sylvania manufactures over 10,000 products 
for the rest of your life. alone, knocking out everything from Micro- 

Ub-uh. Electronic Semi-Conductor Devices to Educa- 
Don’t be misled by the word Telephone in tional Communications Systems. 

our name. The communications field is one of the fastest- 
Actually we're a group of over 60 companies growing industries around. The more it grows, 

and some of them happen to be in the telephone _ the more we grow and the more room you have 
business. They're in our General Telephone group __ to stretch within us. 
and are involved in developing new ways for man We're looking for Scientists and Engineers 
to communicate. with ambition and ideas. 

So if you want to work for our phone group, Together we can discover new worlds. 
you can. Or make an old one easier to live in. 

But if your interest lies in other things, you « 
might prefer working for another of our com- General Telephone & Electronics 
Sylvania Electric Products * Lenkurt Electric * Automatic Electric * Telephone Companies in 34 States + General Telephone Directory Company « General Telephone & Electronics Laboratories 

General Telephone & Electronics International * GT&E Data Services * GT&E Communications



GARY SNYDER 

Once in the Jurassic, about 150 million years ago, the Great Sun Buddha in this corner of 
the Infinite Void gave a great Discourse to all the assembled elements and energies: to the 
standing beings, the walking beings, the flying beings, and the sitting beings — even grasses, 
to the number of thirteen billion, each one born froma seed, were assembled there: A 
Discourse concerning Enlightement on the planet Earth. 

“In some future time, there will be a continent called America. It will have great centers of 
power called such as Pyramid Lake, Walden Pond, Mt. Rainier, Big Sur, Everglades, and so 
forth; and powerful nerves and channels such as Columbia River, Mississippi River, and 
Grand Canyon. The human race in that era will get into troubles all over its head, and 
practically wreck everything in spite of its own strong intelligent Buddha-nature.” 

“The twisting strata of the great mountains and the pulsings of great volcanoes are my love 
burning deep in the earth. My obstinate compassion is schist and basalt and granite, to be 
mountains, to bring down the rain. In that future American Era I shall enter a new form: to 
cure the world of loveless knowledge that seeks with blind hunger; and mindless rage eating 

food that will not fill it.” 

And he showed himself in his true form of | 

SMOKEY THE BEAR 

A handsome smokey-colored brown bear standing on his hind legs, showing that he is 
aroused and watchful. 

Bearing in his right paw the Shovel that digs to the truth beneath appearances; cuts the 
roots of useless attachments, and flings damp sand on the fires of greed and war; 

His left paw in the Mudra of Comradely Display — indicating that all creatures have the 
full right to live to their limits and that deer, rabbits, chipmunks, snakes, dandelions, and 
lizards all grow in the realm of the Dharma; 

Wearing the blue work overalls symbolic of slaves and laborers, the countless men 
oppressed by a civilization that claims to save but only destroys;



Wearing the broad-brimmed hat of the West, symbolic of the forces that guard the 
Wilderness, which is the Natural State of the Dharma and the True Path of man on earth; all 
true paths lead through mountains — 

With a halo of smoke and flame behind, the forest fires of the kali-yuga, fires caused by 

the stupidity of those who think things can be gained and lost whereas in truth all is 
contained vast and free in the Blue Sky and Green Earth of One Mind; 

Round-bellied to show his kind nature and that the great earth has food enough for 
everyone who loves her and trusts her; 

Trampling underfoot wasteful freeways and needless suburbs; smashing the worms of 
capitalism and totalitarianism; 

Indicating the Task: his followers, becomig free of cars, houses, canned food, universities, 
and shoes, master the Three Mysteries of their own Body, Speech, and Mind; and fearlessly 
chop down the rotten trees and prune out the sick limbs of this country America and then 
burn the leftover trash. 

Wrathful but Calm, Austere but Comic, Smokey the Bear will Illuminate those who would 
help him; but for those who would hinder or slander him, 

HE WILL PUT THEM OUT, 

Thus his great Mantra: 

Namah samanta vajranam chanda maharoshana 

Spataya hum traka ham mam 

“JT DEDICATE MYSELF TO THE UNIVERSAL DIAMOND 

BE THIS RAGING FURY DESTROYED” 

And he will protect those who love woods and rivers, Gods and animals, hobos and 
madmen, prisoners and sick people, musicians, playful women, and hopeful children; 

And if anyone is threatened by advertising, air pollution, or the police, they should chant 

SMOKEY THE BEAR’S WAR SPELL: 

DROWN THEIR BUTTS 

CRUSH THEIR BUTTS 

DROWN THEIR BUTTS 

CRUSH THEIR BUTTS 

And SMOKEY THE BEAR will surely appear to put the enemy out with his vajra-shovel. 

Now those who recite this Sutra and then try to put it in practice will accumulate merit as 
countless as the sands of Arizona and Nevada, 

Will help save the planet Earth from total oil slicks, 

Will enter the age of harmony of man and nature, 

Will win the tender love and caresses of men, women, and beasts 

Will always have ripe blackberries to eat and a sunny spot under a pine tree to sit at, 

AND IN THE END WILL WIN HIGHEST ENLIGHTENMENT, 

thus have we heard.



cold, cruel world. 
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Of course, if your father’s a millionaire, or you’re about to advanced military vehicle projects will be more your cup 

marry an heiress, you have no problems. But, if not, then of tea. Like the new M551 General Sheridan, for instance. 

there’s only one sensible thing to do. Come to work at The powershift transmission, of course, is our specialty, 

Allison Division of General Motors. and even the gun launcher is an Allison brainchild. 

There’s nothing cold or cruel here. Just the opposite. Par- There’s more. And you can be part of it. Take your time. 

ticularly if you’re an engineer with big ideas. Aerospace Check them all. But don’t forget Allison. Remember, life 

projects? Allison’s got them. Turbofan. Turbojet. Turbo- can be beautiful . . . even without an heiress. 

prop. Turboshaft. Military and commercial applications Send for Allison’s new brochure: Destination Tomorrow. 

right across the board. Write: Ken Friedlein, Scientific Placement, Dept. 300, 

Maybe you’re more down-to-earth. Fine. Some of Allison’s Allison Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206. 

An equal opportunity employer M/F
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Unlike our peers in industry, our major U.S. chemical manu- For some chemical engineers this line of persuasion just 

facturing is done in only four communities. Therefore chem- wastes ink. Getting tied into one town is precisely what they 

ical engineers who join us run less risk of being suddenly wish to avoid, and the spouse, if any, may feel the same. 

uprooted from a community they like.* Subjects to occupy For them we offer lively duty in marketing. This consists of 

their thoughts between breakfast and dinnertime: working out a match between what's needed by our far- 

flung chemical customers and what's created by the root- 

What CHEMICAL ENGINEERS do at Kodak loving engineers. 

Photographic coatings and processes must be designed to balance per- 

haps seven critical diffusion and reaction steps necessary to form a D li b f ; 

color image in “chemical reactors” as thin as 1/10,000 in. rop a line about your preferences to: 

In photography and beyond, we work with surface diffusion of chemi- EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

sorbed species; rheology of non-Newtonian fluids; solid-phase poly- Business and Technical Personnel 

merization; high-temperature vapor-phase pycolysis; liquid-phase air oxi- Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

dations; desalting by reverse osmosis; new fiber yarn configurations. 

More general: design of plant and equipment from laboratory data through 

mathematical modeling and dynamic simulation; drying operations for 

fibers, plastics, and chemicals; study of transport phenomena—mass, An equal-opportunity employer 

fluid, heat; waste disposal and pollution control; on-line manufacturing 

problems. 

*If you happen to be a very serious-minded person and consider geography 
an unsound basis on which to choose engineering employment, we had better 
not mention the whippersnapper young chemist who admitted that he had 
picked us over another company because he liked the sound from Rochester 
radio stations, but admitted this only after moving into a spot where he was 

responsible for the work of some 5,000 people. hi



That’s sort of like asking why a banker goes to 
work in a bank. 

A guy goes to work where the best work is. 
And some of the best engineering work around today 
is in and around factories. 

What would you say to designing the numerical 
control system for an automated steel mill? 

Or developing quality control procedures for the 
world’s most powerful airplane engine? 

Or managing a production team responsible 
for delivering power generation equipment 
to utility customers? 

And what would you say to a General Electric 
program that puts you right to work on jobs like those? 

We figure if you’re ready for our Manufacturing 
Management Program, you’re ready for that kind 
of responsibility. Right from the start. 

So our program packs about ten years of manu- 
facturing experience into about three years of work. 
And the work will take you all around the country. 

Ask GE’s top management people what they 
thought about starting out in a factory. Many will tell 
you it was the best decision they could have made. 

And where will you find those managers today? 
Running our factories, of course. 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

For more information about manufacturing engineering at General Electric, please write to 
N Educational Relations and Recruiting, Room 801M, General Electric, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022
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